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Governor Curry Will Dedicate Courtesies Due Him Shown Him Rescue Parties Are Beaten M. D. Loveless and James T. New Mexico Mines of
Phelpr, Assistance is Asked of Officials
Armory at Silver City
Back by Smoke and Goes
by Officials and Local
Owens Will Accompany
Dodge and Company to Be
and Public Spirited
Citizens.
Tonight.
From Pit.
Him.
Included.
Citizens.
Gamo and Fish Warden Thomas P
Colonel William Jennings Bryan of
Gable has sufficient funds at his com Lincoln, Nebraska, thrice jandidate
mand for a territorial fish hatchery. of the Democratic party for the presHe has offers for suitable sites from idency, arrived this afternoon at two
three different places but none from o'clock from Lincoln, Nebraska, to deSanta Fe. The other places offer to liver a lecture tonight at St. John's
provide a site free cf charge to the Methodist Episcopal church. A comM.
territory and of course will receive the mittee consisting of
preference unless Santa Fe gets busy A. Otero, Mayor Jose D. Sena, former ,
and offers a better site than any of Attorney General George 'W. Prich-ardArthur Seligman, A. B. Renehan,
those offered. It is understood that
such a site might easily be found in Rev. Mr. Lucas, J. W. Mayes, Marce-linGarcia and Paul A. F. Walter had
the Santa Fe canon.
been selected to meet the distinguishWill Dedicate Armory.
Governor Curry left last evening for ed visitor at the Santa Fe depot. AlSilver City where he dedicates the $15- - though this is not the first visit of
000 National Guard Armory. From Sil- Colcnel Bryan to Santa Fe has was
ver City he goes to El Paso to meet taken about the city to show him
various improvements that have
the senate irrigation committee and the
been marie since he was here the last
will accompany it through the territime. He was a guest at the Palace
tory.
hotel, but before the lecture this evej
Notaries Public Appointed.
ning will be given an informal dinner
Governor Curry has appointed the at the home of Hon. Arthur
Seligman
,
McEl-royfollowing notaries public: John
on East Palace avenue and after the
Grant
Carrie'
county;
Sylvanite,
lecture tonight will be tendered an
l.infoot, Silver Cltr, Grant county.
j informal
reception at the church.
Arrests by Mounted Police.
This afternoon Hen. Nathan Jaffa,
Mounted Policeman Beal at Deming secretary of the
territory, called on
today reported the following arrests: ' Colonel Bryan, representing Governor
P. W. Sanders at Hachita, for larceny Curry who is unavoidably
out of
of hogs and cattle. Three steers were town.
turned over to the Diamond A ranch;
From Santa Fe Colonel Bryan will
two heifers to Chase & McCabe and leave tomorrow forenoon on the Santa
several hops to the sattlo sanitary Fe flyer for Albuquerque, where he
board. He also arrested Charles How-- will lecture on "The Price of a Soul"
ard for carrying a six shooter.
tomorrow evening, and where he will
For Rinht of Way of Scenic Highway. also attend a meeting ofthe DemoCharles D. Miller, assistant to Ter- - cratic territorial central committee on
ritorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan, Wednesday.
is at Bernalillo today in session with
There is no need to speak of the
the board of county commissioners ot fame of Cclonel Bryan's wonderful
Sandoval county, to straigthen out the eloquence, for that is national. His
matter of right of way for the Santa lecture tonight will not be political
Scenic Highway,
and is well worth hearing. No one
Poll Tax Collections.
who can at all manage it, should fail
Superintendent of Public Instruction to attend.
J. E. Clark reports that the poll tax
collections in the territory for 1909,
amounted to $41,504, against $40,290
IN
collected last year.
Educational Topics.
The following will be the topics for
discussion at the meeting of the Territorial Educational Council which will
be held in connection with the New
Mexico Educational Association meet- Cave-i- n
Mines at Fierro of
ing at Roswell next month:
Colorado Fuel and Iron
The chief educational provisions
that should appear in our state constiCompany
tution.
needed of the
School legislation
"hands cf the next legislature in event
FOUR WORKERS
KILLED
of a continuance of the territorial form
cf government.
Advantages of consolidated schools Bcdi'cs
cf the Men Were Re
for New Mexico.
covered From Under the
A careful report showing the adDebris Today.
justment of school districts in Tor
ranee county under consolidation. The
plan will be presented by County
El Paso, Nov. 15. Four miners were
School Superintendent C. L. Burt of killed on
Saturday night by a cave-iMountainair, Torrance county.
cf ore in the mine of the Colorado
The County Superintendents Sec- Fuel and Iron Company at Fierro,
tion of the Association will discuss Grant county, New Mexico. The bodthe following topics:
ies of the men were recovered today.
Results of enforcement of compul The dead are Rafael Marquez, Martin
sory education law.
Juarez, V. Duran and Juan Fernan.
Legal and moral duties of the coun- dez.
ty school superintendent in the administration cf public affairs in his counGRANDFIELD APPOINTED
ty.
WASHINGTON POSTMASTER,
Specific items that should be given
attention by the county school superWashington, Nov. 15. It was anintendent on his visit to the schools:
The advantages of the common nounced at the White House following
close upon the return of President
school course of study.
that Dr. Charles P. Granfield had
Arrangements have been completed Taft,
for two addresses to the association been decided upon for appointment as
of Washington to succeed
by James B. Aswell, superintendent postmaster
of the state normal school at Natchi- the late Benjamin F. Barnes.
Dr. Granfield is at present first as
toches, La., and who gained a country
wide reputation five years ago when sistant postmaster general.. He has
years in Washington;
the governor of Louisiana appointed lived twenty-fivhim to reorganize the public school ha c.nnip nn thrnnp-- thp servino tn Jila
system and who replaced in each par- present position, and was horn in
ish mere politicians with practical Missouri. Dr. Granfield will enter
upon his duties as postmaster of Washschool men as superintendents.
ington December first. The salary is
Clerk for Land Office.
On account of the increased work, $6,000, while that of the first assistFred H. Pinkstaff of Washington, D. ant postmaster geseral is $5,000,
C, has been detailed to the federal
land office at Las Cruces as permanent DELEGATES OF AMATEUR
clerk.
ATLETIC BODIES MEET.
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GOVERNOR HASKELL GETS
New. York, Nov. 15. Delegates from
ANOTHER BLACK EYE. amateur athletic bodies all over the
country met here today for the anChicasha, Nov. 15. Federal Judge nual meeting of the amateur athletic
Marshall of Utah today overruled the union. The election of a president
demurrer filed by Governor Haskell to succeed James E. Sullivan, who it
and Ave other prominent Oklahomans was understood, will decline to serve
to indictments charging them with another term, promised to be interfraudulently securing frcm the gov- esting and there were indications that
ernment title to a large number of the relations between the amateur athtown lots in Muskogee, and the . de- letic union and .the athletic side of
fendants were ordered that the appeal fthe Young Men's Christian Associa
will be up for trial on Saturday at tion work might come under
Chickasha.

New York. Nov. 15. "Buffalo" Jones
Cherry, 111., Nov. 15. Before night
fail, its seems probable that the fate who is
buffalo and
of the three hundred men entombed cuttle in Arizona far the government,
in tlie St. Paul mine, will be ascer- announces he will start for Africa in
tained. This morning, tnc hoisting March to "rope and tie with my own
shaft, which was sealed up on Satur- hands a specimen of every dangerous
day night to smother the fire in the wild animal on the continent. I'll do
mine, was uncovered and a rescue and the first part of the roping alone,"
exploring party consisting of James said Jones, "for the rest I'll have two
Taylor, the state mine inspector, R. of the best ropers in the west, M. D.
Y. Williams of the
United State3 LoveU ss of Capital), New Mexico, and
rescue station at Uroana, and James James T. Owens of Fredonia, ArizoHand and Henry Smith, uiiuers, who na. We will have especially preparescaped on Saturday, were lowered ed lariats, partly woven in wire, so
to the third level, where, if alive, the that no tooth or clam can cut or
entombed miners are awaiting rescue. break them. As to our mounts, we
But neither miners nor officials think will have the best trained cow horses
there is a chance of the men below we can find." Ernest Thompson
being alive. Late last night the air
Director William T. Hornaday of
shaft, the only opening besides the the Bronx Zoo, Buffalo Bill, Pawnee
hoisting fchaft was heremtically seal- Bill, Charles E. Russell, the cowboy
ed. All night, a crowd of anxious men artist and Emerson Hcugh, the westand women surrounded the opening of ern writer, will tender a dinner to
the mine. The women complained Buffalo Jones in this citv on Decembitterly as the sealing of the shaft ber 4.
seemed to cut off the air, but the mine
officials declared that the men if alive ROMANCE FOR LYMAN
will not be affected except that it.
GAGE AT SAN DIEGO.
would probably put an end to the fire
stiil smoldering in tne timbers. In Will Be Married to Mrs. Ada Ballou,
the meantime hunger and want rising
Who Has Personal Friends in
like specters to haunt the families
New Mexico.
of the miners, and thousands of orSan Diego, Cal., Nov. 15. Announcephans will soon be without food un- ment, was made today of the approachless help comes. "We will need help ing
marriage of Lyman J. Gage, former
and plentiy of it," said Mayor Conof the treasury, under the
secretary
nolly, 'and it must come promptly administration of
McKin'.ey, and Mrs.
or there will be great suffering among
Ada Ballou, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
the destitute families of the miners,
H. Ballon, well known San
and this town is too small to handle George
Diego
people.
the situation alone. Most our citizens
Although the date of the marriage
are miners and the majority cf them
are clown in the mine, huall proba- has not been made public, it is stated
that the wedding ceremony is to occur
bility dead.
day at the home of
Members of the exploring party on Thanksgivi:;-found it impossible to penetrate more the bride's parents. The wedding will
than a few feet from the shaft, as the bo a quiet affair with only a few rel
mine is still on firt Tney however' atf tos and intimate friends present.
It. is said that Mr. Gage's attentions
were able to see a number of bodies,
and also discovered that the mine to Mrs. Ballon have been most marked
caved in at several places.
Officers for more than a year. Mr. Gage has
of the local miners union today noti- been a resident or San Diego for about
fied President Lewis of the Mine three years, living for a considerable
workers Union that three hundred time on Point Ixima, close to the
and ten lives have been lost.
homestead, of which Mrs.
It was planned to bring the bodies Katherine is the head.
Mrs. Ballou is considerably younger
of the miners to the surface this after-- !
noon. The task is difficult. Search-- ; than Mr. Gage. .She has been long
iug parties provided wits oxygen hel- prominent in San Diego and Coronado
mets carried stretchers in to the mine, society.
but it is believed that the men in their j About six years ago she was mar
desperate fiht for their lives crawled ried to a Mr. Crane of Pittsburg. She
to the farthest extremeties of the lived with her husband only a short
mine. The pathetic evidence of this is time, returning to her parents in this
shown in the scattered caps, dinner city and later procuring a divorce, tak-thname of Mrs. Ada Ballou, this bebuckets and lanterns along the shifts,
which the men dropped as the fire ing her maiden name.
drove them further in.
j
Three years ago Mrs. Ballou became
to W. Moore, a millionaire
Hundred Bodies Recovered.
j engaged
More than a hundred bodies were resident of Kansas City. Mr. Moore,
reported found in the St. Paul mine just previous to the date set for the
this afternoon by a rescue party. Rel-- j wedding, left for Kansas City on a
atives cf victims and spectators brief visit. While in that city he confought furiously to reach the scene tracted a severe cold, which because
where the work of taking oat the of his advanced years, quickly resulted
bodies began.
in his death.
Another Break of Fire.
Another outbreak of fire in the mine NOW YOU'RE SAr . TO
this afternoon prevented any efforts
ORDER YOUR TURKEY.
to remove the bodies from the mine.
Washington, Nov. 13. Thursday,
The mine was quickly sealed again November 25th has been officially
prothus practically ending all hope that claimed by President Taft as Thanksany will be rescued alive.
giving day.
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New York, Nov. 13. No definite
The preliminary work for taking
confirmation could be obtained today the census in New Mexico next April
of the reported organization of a bil- has begun in earliest. Census Superlion dollar corporation to control the visor Paul A. F. Walter has started
output of copper. Numerous confer the districting of the Territory into
ences of the copper interests have enumeration districts cf which there
been held in the office cf J. P. Mor- - will be between 2"n and ::."(). As there
Kan anu company, out no one win js o precinct map of the Territory,
talk of the reported combination. Fail-,,,- ,
nas written to even- probate clerkly general credence is given to the for an outline map of his
county,
statement that J. P. Morgan will have showing the boundaries of each pre-tn- e
financing of the stupendous deal ( in t. Unless these boundaries are
incharge. Those named In connec- - defined to enumerators their work
lion with the combination are the. would overlap in some instances or
Amalgamated.
Phelps- - as is alleged happened in the l!Hi0
Guggenheim.
Dodge and
properties. The census, entire precincts may not be
Hag-giinterests in Peru and the Rio enumerate at all, a mishap which H
Tinto properties in Spain may be in-- , t0 be prevented at all hazards this
eluded.
(time. Probate Clerk Leo O. Lester
The Calumet and Hecla are not in 0f Deining. Luna county, was the first
the proposed combination, which it is to reply with the desired map, ami
expected will bear the same relation Probate Clerk V. W. Meyers of C.al-t- o
the copper industry as does the hip. McKiiiley county-w- as
a swift
'
States Steel Corporation to the ond with a precinct imp of his coun-steindustry. The production, treat- - ty.
ment and sale of copper approximate
The position cf chief clerk in the g
eight Hundred million pounds a flee of the census supervisor had
year is involved in the plans.
j been tendered to Frank W. Newell of
The iron deposits are worked in Albuquerque, reading clerk in the
open cuts, about 100.000 tons being House of the last legislative assem-niineannually and shipped to the bly, and who was in every way fitted
smelter at Pueblo, Colorado. Several for the work, but Mr. Newell bad In
hundred men are given employment. the meanwhile gone to Seattle and
found remunerative work. He thereINVENTOR OF THRESHING
fore declined the position, which has
MACHINE IS DEAD. now been tendered to H. P. Williams
j of
Lumberton, Rio Arriba county, who
John R. Moffitt, Who Has International has splendid testimonials from Pres- ident. Taft, Governor Curry, Third AsReputation, Died at Denver
sistant Postmaster General A. L. Law-sh- e
Aged 84 Years.
and others. Mr. Williams is a
Denver, Nov. 15. John R. Mofflt.
an inventor of international reputa- homesteader under the Navajo River
tion, died at his home here yester- irrigation project and came to New
day, aged 84 years. One of his in- Mexico for his health. He is iv Uni- ventions
is a threshing
machine versity graduate, was chaplain of the
which he invented in 1S51, and which Fifty-firs- t
Iowa Volunteers during the
still bears many of the devices origi Spanish-Americawar and was in the
northern advance from Manila as a
nated by him.
fighting chaplain. He speaks ad
writes Spanish fluently and is most
capable for the difficult work of the
census obce. It is expected that he
will come to Santa Fe with his wife
and two children from Lumberton,
during the present week, Mrs. Williams also being a University graduate.
The appointment of
Natives Given Share in Legis- will not begin until afterenumerators
the work
of dividing the territory into enumlation for the
eration districts is complete. In due
Peninsula.
time, applicants will be sent, application blanks and must answer certain
.
miestinns whieh will in tha
wm
aiihouh
NEW
EPOCH
FOR
re
be
CDIINTRYlre,luired'
exercised that none but the most mm.
petent men that can be secured for
work are appointed. It is a comGreat Britain Reserves the Right the
mon experience in census
taking that
to Reject any
the average town and city and ccunty
is disappointed in the result of the
Nominee.
census when announced and it is im- 0,w'inai nien wno nave
Simla, British India, Nov. as.-- The
.
T'
" 1
connaence and are known
plan for reform of British adminis-,
,e, "petent and painstaking un- tration in India outlined by Lord Mor-i1,rtnuai wuiK oi counting
ley last December, designed to give iut""i
noses.
India an embryo constitution and adCensus Supervisor Paul A. F. Walter
i
mUt.'nn tlw.
Part in the legislation ol the country d,ed
for censis enumeUra.
ent into effect today This begins a tors a)plications
but whIle Bma
,aces
new and striking epoch in he history cardo
Guadalupe count
haye
of British rule m India. All religious , as high as five
applications, ether
and special interests may elect repre- - j sections are not
at all in
semauves to uie vice roys ana provm - ' the applications. represented
cial councils, nut in view of the re
cent Anarchistic outbreaks, a safe RAISE MORE BABIES
guard is provided, the government beSAYS AGED WOMAN.
ing empowered to declare ineligible
St. Louis, Nov.
persons whose election is considered
contrary to public interests. The fane-- . children possible and be good to your
tions of the council will be consider- - husband, is Mrs. Mary Boul's advice
ably enlarged and it is to take an ac- - to the girls of today if they would
tive part in making the budget and all keep cut of the divorce courts and
live a long and happy married life
legislation.
Mrs. Boul and her husband, Chrisosto-mu- s
INVESTIGATION OF THE
Boul, who is 94 'ears old, have
wedWARRINER SHORTAGE. celebrated their
ding anniversary.
Mr. and Mrs. Boul are the parents
Mrs. Jeannette Stewart Denies She
of fourteen' children, seven of whom
Ever Received a Cent But Has
are living. They have fifty grandchilDisclosures to Make.
dren and fifty-fivnew ones coming on all theAn
Cincinnati, Nov. 15.
investiga- "with
as Mrs. Boul puts it at St. Vin- tion of the alleged shortage of Chas. time,"
cent's hOSllital. RelWillp. where, tho
L, Warriner, the deposed local treas-- ' oid couple live.
urer of the Big Four railroad, was
"The trouble with the young wives
begun today, at a specially convened i of today is that they don't want
rear children. That makes trouble.
th
I n
lilt
JUIi Several Raise ail the children you can and be
officials of the railroad were among
good to your husband and God 'will
the witnesses. It was also announced give you a long and happy life."
that Mrs. Jeannette Stewart mentioned by Warriner as one of those to LARGE MEAT JACKERY TO BE
ERECTED ON RIO GANDE.
whom he was forced to pay blackmail
will be summoned to appear before
San Antonio, Tex., Nov. 15 It Is
the grand jury. Mrs. Stewart, while understood here that Alberto Terrazas
denying strongly that she ever re-- son of the wealthiest man in northern
ceived a cent from Warriner has Mexico, contemplates the erection of a
hinted at sensational disclosures In large meat nackery at some point
connection with the case.
along the Rio Grande.
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FLOOD

But Not in the States Ac- Railroad Bridge Over
Creek is Out
cording to U. S. Supreme
Court
Near Vliets.
EMPLOYERS

JABILITY

ACt UNION

PACIFIC

IS
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Ver-millio-

n

BLOCKED

sixty-sevent-

h

e

Damage Suit From This Terri- Four Feet of Water in Depot
and Frankfort and Much
tory Decided on
Appeal.
Damage Done.
Nov. 15. The employ- Atchison, Kan., Nov. 15. Eastern
i ers'
liability law of 1906, was de-- ! Kansas 'is suffering from floods the reof the heavy rains of the last
clared constitutional in the territories sult
two
The Missouri Pacific rail'of the United States and District of road days.
bridge over "Vermillion creek
Columbia by the supreme court of the near Vliets was carried away and trafUnited States today. A year ago the fic is tied up. There was four feet
law was declared
unconstitutional of water in the depot at Frankfort
this morning,' and the streets of Vliet3
when applied to the states. The
and Vermilliou are flooded. West of
question arose in a suit for damages Topeka the Kansis river is overflowed
for the death of an employe named the, Union Pacific tracks between
Gutierrez on the EI Paso and North- Manhattan and' Topeka are blocked
western railroad in New Mexico.
by the flood.
Washington,

.
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Abandon
the sport?
EffeminaU
thought!
If lads would win fame their fond par
onts ought
To smile as they die 'neatU the dread
inarsrernnut
To keep a school banner flying!
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field is dying.

Join in acclaim for the noble game!
What though it smash and crush and
maim
If somebody s' killed, well who's to
blame?
Though a mother's heart is crying.

1.55
'
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Established 1856.

Hrart strenfrth. or Ilea H Weakness, means Nervf
Ftrvnjfth, or Nerve Weal ness nothing more. Po.
itively. not one weak heart in a hundred is, in it
It is almost always a
self, actually diseased.
hidden tiny little nerve that really is all at fault.
This obscure nerve the ( ardiae, or Heart Nerve
simply needs, and must have, more power, more
stability, more contr riling, more governing
strength. Without that the Heart must continue
to fail, and the stomach and kidiieys also have
these same controlling nerves.
This clearly explains why as a medicine. Dr.
f hoop's Restorative has in the past done so much
for weak and ailing Hearts. Dr. Shoop first sought
the cause of all this painful, palpitating, suffocat.
ing heart distress. Dr. Hhoop's Restorative this
is alone directed to these
popular prescription
weak and wasting ne7e centers. It builds;
it strengthens; it offers teal, genuine heart help.
If you would have trong Hearts, strong di.
reestablish
restion, strengthen th ie .nerves
them as needed, with

ten thousand strong
The Team as it stamps

Cheering
along
While a boy on

$3.10

50 "

Heart Strength

im

IS IT WORTH IT?
Sing the song of the shouting throng

1.60
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Goods.
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WE HAVE THEM
KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND
PRICES

CO.

FROM

yjns "without the aid of a doctor.
,lohn L. Kearney is still in the role
Burglars at Stanley H. C. Kinsell of Con Ryan, the head waiter, and he
at Stanley, Santa Fe county, discover would make a funeral funny, so it is
cd last week that the house of Mrs. unnecessary to say that the performllogrefe, who is visiting in Illinois, ance is a laugh every minute. It is a
liad been robbed.
scream almost all the time Con is in
Copeland Goes to Lordsburg H. B. the spotlight and he is on the job i
Copeland of Odessa. Tex., who was most of the time.
slated for principal of the schools at
The supporting company of girls
Taos, has accepted a similar position are not as pretty in the matter of
at Lordsburg, Grant county.
ft .this and faces as last year, but there
Fire at Silver City Sanitarium Fire js s0 much good stuff in the show it- at the Silver City Cottage Sanitarium self, in the lines and clever situations,
on Friday night destroyed the resi- that looks cut little figure. It would
dence of Dr. Sands, causing a loss of be worth the money just to sit there
$1,500. There was no insurance,
and listen to Con's hash house slang
Pleaded Guilty to Burglary Powell and phisosophy, but there is much
Wallace, aged fifteen years, of Albu-- more to the show than this. It is a
querque, when arrested at Melrose. performance in three acts with a plot
two unusual things for a musical
pleaded guilty to breaking into the
house of Mrs. Skens. seven miles east comedy and not only does th cast re
of Taylor, in Roosevelt county. He was quire comedians, but it calls for some
placed in jail at Portales.
real acting in several of the characters
Killen on Way to Belen The six at various times, notably Ryan (Kearweeks old baby of the Rev. J. II. ney), Joe .Helen McGowan) and Baron
Utrecht, who was on his way from Be- vos Tesmar (Justin Cooper). The lat- loit, Kan., to Belen, Valencia county, ter handles the character part in a
was killed near Amarillo, Tex., when, ficvilt manner to his predecessor in the
the automobile containing Beloit peo- - role, but he gets a great deal out of
pie plunged over an embankment.
the part and makes it a pleasing high-clas- s
Will Be Wedded at Gallegos Hon.
character role.
Eufracio F. Gallegos, who was a mem-- I
Several popular songs are features of
ber of the last legislative council, and the
performance, notably "Be Sweet to
his wife, and Filiberto F. Gallegos,
Me
Kid," "Waltz With Me Till I'm
have sent out invitations to the wed-- '
"When Eyes Like Yours
Dreamy,"
ding of their sister, Sarita Gallegos to Look
Into
Eyes Like Mine," and a
Nestor T. Baca, son of Francisco C.
de Baca and wife, the ceremony to number of other musical numbers that
take place on Monday," November 22, have made the play famous as well as
at the church of the Immaculate Con-- j popular.
The imitation by the Anna Held
ception, at Gallegos, Union county,
and to be followed by a reception at girls, the George M. Cohan boys and
the Gallegos homestead.
the Eddy Foy girls made a hit, esSanta Fe Train No. 9 Wrecked
pecially the Eddie Foy girls and the
Santa Fe train No. 9 from the east, "Who the Who Wants to Be a Camel."
due last evening, failed to arrive tin J
Many very pretty dance and chorus
late today on account of a wreck at numbers with broilers, ryers and
55 miles west of Newton, Kan- size girls lend to the ensas. The train was partly derailed, every baking
of the performance.
Several
joyment
five of the seven coaches leaving the
novel choruses, including the cymbal
track and the engine rolling down an
chorus, the chmies chorus and zobo
embankment. Engineer George
hoo chorus are gives.
nold was painfully scalded.
The performance
is being given
again this afternoon and will be reFUNNY AND AMUSING
FROM START TO FINISH. peated tonight.
-
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Your Boy Will Need a Good School SuitJ

$4.00

$6.00

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

Ifyou wantCa good pair of Sh;es
for the boy try a pair ofj
BULL'S EYE or BUSTF.R EROWN Make
They will wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

CALL AND SEE THEM

!

CALL

BROS.

SEP Clrf

Restorative
STRIPrM-iNG-BURRO-

15,

Incorporated 1903

SEUGM!

Dr. Shoop's

j

NOVEMBER

MONDAY,

POBox

FOR

219.

A

HALF CENTURY

Phone 86

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

IN THE

CITY.

TRY OUR

Gum 111 lea
Also Good lot Chickens
SOLE AGENTS

FOR

j

j

MANUFACTURER

Cflity
ojllL

JEWELER

H

Undertaker and Embalmer

'

J. D.'MULLIGAN
T7T TW17P AT C Given Careful

International Stock Food
Retail Dealers in

"Wholesale and

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potat

Flour, Hay,

Salt and See is

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

St. Michael's College

j

Santa Fe, New Mexico

j
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Dm
Nit. Hi PHOSK liLU

PI2TUSE FRAYING TASTEFULLY

AND.

j
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pen
offick
PHONE

icq
100

SATISFACTORILY

H.-Ar-

DONE.

can uo printing
any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
Tomorrow.
work we turn out. Try our stock
Tomorrow night at the Elks' the- once and you will certainly come
atre "The Girl Question'' will he the again. We have all the facilities for
attraction that promises to please a turning out every class of work, Inin
large audience. The ticket sale is still cluding one of the best binderies
west.
the
on
at
the Fischer drug store.
going
Tickets can be secured at any time,
The New Mexican can uo printing
the prices being $1,.50, $1.00 and 75
cents.
equal to that done in any of the large
That the play is well worth seeing is cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
proven by the favorable press notices work we turn out. Try our stock once
given wherever the show has been, and you will certainly come again. 7e
The following is what the El Paso have all the facilities for turning out
"The

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

&

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Pur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

436 Canon Road
ehone black 19

FRANK

oal

F- -

GORMLEY

SANTA FE, N. M.

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL
RATON
YANKEE

Screened

General
Merchandise

Wood

CERR1LL03

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithirg Ccal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,

'tK

Lump

Girl Question" Makes a Big Hit
The New Mexican
El Paso To Play. Here
equal to that done in

Herald had to say:
"The Girl Question" is not yet settled. The show that held the boards
at the El Paso theatre last evening
did not settle the question at all, al
though it gave the patrons of the house
some of the jolly best laughs they have
had since Mike told the story of Pat

Steam Coal.

SON MPEHIA

c
o
cdccu
riiLon l unnu o

MILK

MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

Aent.

of
the Owe
HsiBf

Red

'

commercial
literary
& SCIENTIFIC
Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

BROTHER HERMES. President

OUR GUARANThE
d
We guarantee a saving of
in fuel over any lower, draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2. We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot.
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal or
hard coal put in the stove the
evening before.
4. We guarantee that
the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning

1.

PILES CURED JN 6 TO 14 DAYS

Ask Your Wife
Absut a fjeme
living in
Fvprv tt" doman
property longs to
get into a house of her own.
There are hundreds of things
she would like todotorrakeher
own home more confortable,
attractive and pleasant Nearly
every won an is a money saver
and she will help you wonderfully
to pay for a home.
ren-jvci- jf

coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee

every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long
as used.
7. We guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is made with
the understanding that the stove be
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a good flue.

Do

We will ell you a very desirable hon, eon payments which
rent money will make
jour
Don't wait. Begin now paying
for your home.

LET TJS EXPIAIN OUR
CONTRACT FOR CHEAP MONEY.
GEO. M. KINSELL
294 San Francisco St.!

one-thir-

without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform heat
day and night, with soft coal, hard

Rent Money
Will

Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 1st.

PAZO OINTMKNT is (tuaranteed to cure
any case of Itching, Blind Bleeding or ProI'ilesin6to 14 days or njoney retruding 50c.
funded.

For Best Laundry Work

CREAM

Couim

every class of work, including one of
the best binderies in the west.

LAUNDRY

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

Oldest and Moet Popular Institution in the Southwest

at

Beware of Ointment for Catarrh That
Contain Mercury,
as mercury will surely destroy the
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
sense of smell and completely derange
Telephone 85
Telephone 85
the wnoic system when entering It
through the mucous surface. Such articles should never be uted except on
from reputable physiprescriptions
D. M.
&
cians, as the damage they will do is
L
ten fold to the good you can possibly
Builders and Contractors
derive from them. Hall's Catarrh
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Cure, manufactured by F. ,1. Cheney &
Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury,
Furnished on short notice
and is taken interuaiiy, acting directCEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
ly upon the blood and mucous surface
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday of the system. In buying Hall's Catarrh
Cure be sure you get the genuine. It
Returns Thursday and Friday. is taken internally
and made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. TestiAGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop monials free.
&
Sold by druggists. Price, 75c per
bottle.
F.
O.
23
No
No
Phone
Red
HQ
BROWN,
Telephone
Take Hall's Family PilJs for

HOOVER

DIRECTED
BY 1 HE

Phone .
No 14

nA

)

Phone

A

No 14

VV HARDWARE CO.

THE QUALITY! unless the drugs are of the perfect quality, fresh, patent and pure
the medicine is not going to produce the results expected, Let us fill your prescriptions
ana sausracuon is assured you. TAlLll I and KlNUWLJJijE. witn me ngnt kind and
JS

class of drugs

invite all your prescription business.

THERE'S SAFETY. TOO,
IN TRADING HERE

-

-

-

PHONE NO 218
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MUST BELIEVE IT.

PRACTICAL POINTS
ABOUT DRY

is always a certain risk of sprout- steae- - now understand the require-meiiFARMING. ing and drying out before the next
(,j ,, v farming Letter than did
When Well Known Santa Fe People
rain comvs when small seeds are the liioin-ersNew Mexico Military Institute
They are also better;
Tell It So Plainly.
with money than was for-- j
Brought Out By the Discussions at planted dining the heat of summer. provi
-.
A
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
The press drill is much better for this llier.
the Recent Congress Held at
j
lie case.
Weil Point of th 8odthwit."
Thi
When public endorsement. Is made
am
not
I
than
work
ihe dUk drills.
Billincs, Mont.
".M i' h
can yet lie given
- Detailed by War Department.
Ofl.certi
"by a representative citizen of Santa
Army
much in favor of rolling or packing to tie- new and eld settlers alike.
Fe the proof is positive.
RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
Army
Ycu must ;
Inspector:exfor
seed germination, my
"Kw .y man interested in the per-- '
Billings, Mont., Nov. 13. A review except
believe it. Read this testimony. Ev
"A."
the
that
fust
being
perience
good
of
mar.ent. substantial growth
of the proceedings of the fourth dry
thej
storm will pack your land and settle
'ry backache sufferer, every wan, woThrough Academic course, preparing young
man or child with any kidney trouble farming congress, which met recently ir more than you could di it in a
al
men
for college or for
life. Great
en-;
in
discloses
that
at Billings. Mont.,
mn' iy moneyless lamuies and
d-- ' '
will find profit in the reading.
week's work.
li.cailon
atnount of open a:r work.
live- - j
more
was
this
concentrated
coiira:.of
the
there
handling
meeting
Ililario Baca, Delgado Street, San"This crop is of vital importance stock on the farm. Every settler
of any Military School In the Union. Located
ta Fe, N. M., says: "About two anu the zeal and intelligence of the bright to the diversified farmer, i'ur
wish the should he induced to have a few milk
n the beautiful feco
in the!
the garden
Vii'.py
a half years ago I gave a public est and bianiest menof interested
same amount of work, he can raise cows, a good team of mares, a few
and
the
arid
of the West at an e'evatlon of 3.700
large development
spot
statement telling of my experience semi-aridistricts cf the world. The twice as much feed as is possible : hous aud some poultry. Livestock
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
with and opinion of Dean's Kidney
with any other crop."
such iis lias been described, with thej
careful
and
intelligent settlement of
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Pills. They completely rid me of
Prof. A. E. Chamberlain,
superin- grow ing grain and forage crops, will
the dry lands of tne western United
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all gradupains in my back which had troubled
tendent
of
Farmers'
South
!
institutes.
term a (ombination suited to a con-me off and on for months. When 1 States means infinitely more to the
ates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
cn
Good
Dakota,
spoke
Farming,
na"Dry
tliei
for
tinned,
ultimate advantage of the entire
permanent agriculture
stooped or brought any strain on my
buildings, throughly furnished, heatad. lighted
before Farming in South Dakota."
dry kinds, and at the same lime pro-- 1
loins, I suffered severely and there tion than any other movement
and
modern In all respects.
tect
comas
in
the
from
his
best
and
farmer
the
Not
"Dry farming
family
practiced
only
were various other symptoms which the people today.
E. A. Cahoon, President: VV
j
REGENTS
the
South
Dakota
and
effects
of
of
occasional
much
states
the
terriwestern
of
droughts."
mercial
the
interests
me
that my trouble came
convinced
tlr-Vice
the
of
United
of
it
have
G,
to
which
the
States
tory
President; J. Phelps White,
Hamlltod,
Concerning
enlargement
from disordered kidneys. I procured but the transportation companies
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling Bur- awakened to the fact that the plant- has been applied, is nothing more nor plans for future work, the ideas sug
:
A Fllyan
',
;.-rows & Co's. drug store and they ing of homesteaders on the western less than gcod farming in Iowa. 1 11 geste.l by Secretary Burns give in
. kjjm
or Ohio. The entire process with most concise form the polio.' of tliei
methin
the
lands
instruction
without
I
relief.
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
continued
brought prompt
us consists first, of a deep seed bed. congress.
By
resolution, the contaking Doan's Kidney Pills and it ods of meeting the problems of dry
address.
wa snot long before every symptom lang farming, only invites failure. In j "The next step is compaction of the gress adopted plans for carrying out
COL. lAt. W. WILLXOK,
the suggestions that were given in the!
of my trouble had disappeared. The the dry farming congress are centered seed bed.
Superintendent
as
annual
follows:
scientific
gov"The third process is keeping the secretary's
farmers,
report
fact that I have had no return attack the efforts of
de-i
"During the year very important
warrants me in again expressing my ernment officials, theoretical and ex- surface of the soil broken, thus prevelopments have demanded recogni-high opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills." perimental agriculturalists and prac- venting the escape cf the moisture."
". 'Warner,
D.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 tical farmers, to bring before the setof Edmonton, Alber- tion of the necessity for larger plans;
that
information
of
item
tlers
cents. Foster-Milburta, Canada, told the congress "How in considering future work. Every
every
Co., Buffalo,
The cos- Dry Farming Affects Central Alberta." state in the west, and many states
New York, sole agents for the Uni- will help them to succeed.
"The dry farming system is grow- east of the proposed line of demarca- ted States.
mopolitan character of the congress
and the
Remember the name Doan's and as it convened at Billings, showed the ing more in favor each year in Cen- tion between the semi-arirain-bel- t
enhas
evidence
its
and
districts,
the
of
I
given
take no other.
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs In the
tral
"and
he
scope
broadening
Alberta,"
said,
predict
largement of its facilities for gather- that it will continue to grow until it cf lively interest in the congress and located In the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these watere
utterances in j
tested by tbe
ing information regarding dry land will become the established method its work. Editorial
CIDS.
PENITENTIARY
miles west hag been thoroughly
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miraculous cures attested to in the
Sealed proposals will he received farming in every part of the world. of farming in that part. The fertility leading newspapers in New Hamp-- !
It developed an institute feature of our soil can be retained, our yield shire. Tennessee, New York and other! of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheuby the board of penitentiary commiseastern states indicate that the suc- Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc- o matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'
sioners at the. office of the superin- which was a practical educational can be kept freer from weeds, our fall
cess
of the Congress means untold
"V.
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
pasture problem is solved, putting our
tendent, until 10 o'clock a. m., Decem- branch of the convention. Prof. H.
wealth
in
added
Prof.
Thomas
Prof.
Grande
in
produc
agricultural
Scrofula,
stock into winter
Shaw,
better condition
Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections.
ber 3d, 1909, for furnishing and deliv-eiin- Campbell,
tion in sections of the east where dally line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female ComA. E. Chamber- with less cost, and wie wide
Prof.
E.
N.
awake
Hansen,
at the New Mexico penitentiary
eminent teachers 'of farmer will use it to advantage In wet drouth is an element to be combat ted The temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathsupplies hereinafter mentioned, or lain and other
Official communion-- from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
by the farmer.
so much thereof as tlie board may practical agriculture met the farmors as well as dry seasons."
tions
from
reof the agricultural! carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate per month.
officers
in
V.
and
the
sessions
these
institute
of
H.
Prof.
father
dry
Campbell,
Stage meets Denver
deem sufficient. Delivery of all supto the hundreds farming, said in part: "I have great departments of many nations indicate very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
was
sult
tire
bringing
suas
the
must
directed
be
plies
by
who attended the sessions and to the confidence in the semi-ariregions. I that the successful working out cf thei year round. There Is now a commod-lou- c upon request. This resort is attracperintendent.
believe of a (ruth that this region problems before this congress will
hotel tor the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
Six months supply of beef, corned thousands who will read the proceedaffect
of
the
in
own
value
now
into
prosperity
is
of
which
permanently
immense
its
information
valids
and tourists.
coming
just
People suffeing winter.
Passengers for Ojo Caliente
beef, sausage, flour, sugar, coffee and ings,
out the problems of is destined to be the last and best tnese nations and that it is the duty from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
work
to
helping
and
bran
oats,
corn,
sundry groceries;
grain garden of the world. Good farm- of this great organization to spread contagious diseases, are not accepted, reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., th
nlfalfa; clothing and miscellaneous the dry land farms.
its educational work into every part ""hese waters contain 1,626.24
In the comment on the recent dry ing can be done hero better even than
grains same day. For further particular!
dry goods; leather; hardware; oils
ot tiie world.
in
work
the
but
the
humid
region,
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
acand greases; butter and eggs, in
farming congress at Billings, Mont.,
'
"The organization of the Texas Dry
cordance with specifications and con- tnere is a tendency to emphasize the must be understood and earefull apFarming
Congress through the untirintelliThe
of
plied.
such
degree
highest
more
benefits
from
local
ditions on blank proposals, which will
arising
of Committeeman Martin of
work
head-wcring
means
needed.
is
real
It
be furnished by the superintendent up- a meeting, such as the immigration gence
the general congress was a triumph
NM
in
j
Oj Cil'nnte. Taoa. Co-jntof
process.
every
will
from
that
on application.
result
otherwise
Bids
exploitation
which
shows
the
advancement
plainly
more
means
soil
"Scientific
culture
made will net lie considered and the lands in the dry farming regions.
- made by this movement
and the posboard reserves the right to reject any There is another larger side to the acres by reason of enlarging imof
local
state orcoun-- , sibility
organizing
of
area
the
tillable
the
mensely
was
and all bids or parts thereof.
subject of dry farming and this
of ganizations for the purpose of arousmeans
acres
because
it
better
try.
in
excellent
out
the
of
the
of
board
many
order
penitenbrought
By
interest among farmers in
addresses and papers presented at the increased yield per acre where ideal ing local
tiary commissioners.
own behalf in the greater study j
their
means
condition
are
maintained.
It
J. W. RAYXOLDS,
Billings meeting. The great signifiYour secre-a
deal to convert these hundreds cf the world problem.
Superintendent. cance of the dry farming movement of great
while
that
should
tary
there
suggests
millions
west
into
acres
of
cf
the
is in its efforts to educate the farmSanta Fe, N. M., Nov. 3, 1909.
grain and be no cessation of the work along the
ers in those methods of agriculture rich farms, producing
lines already fixed by the past experiwhich will enable them to increase grass for the finishing of the live
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
ence and by the constitution of the
means
stock,
it
and
groves
cottages
acres.
of
their
the
productiveness
Connection made wltn Automobile
there should be a greater
congress
towns
school
cities
and
and
houses,
'line at Torrance for Roswell dally, Governor Norris of Montana, former witli banks and store and
-- TOeffort to establish the work through
newspapers;
the
of
congress
dry farming
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros- president
, local organization
co-- j
which
should
it
means
wealth
stream
and
a
of
pour-well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell said:
t
ing into the channels of trade over uprruie onicia:;;: tinner tne constitu"There is at this time an urgent these
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Rostions, with the parent organization,
magnificent railroads."
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar- need for an increased agricultural
and to push the membership of the
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The production and this need will be in- tana
Agricultural College and chair- - congress into every section where dry Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance tensified as population grows. The man of
the board of governors of the farming may be considered helpful in
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
is $5.80 and between Torrance and soil has not been made to increase its
congress
dry
emphasized advancing agricultural interests.
farming
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- yield as rapidly as the world's popu- two
"As a means of fixing official fedMONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
among the essentials of dry farm
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard, lation has multiplied.
eral interest in the congress in every
crop
saying:
production,
Mexico
"Those engaged in the work of
manager, Automobile Line.
"Included in the aim of the dry nation it would be well to organize Payable Throughout the United States.
teaching the principles of scientific fanning congress is an effort to "Divisions" for the various nations or
and all Foreign Countries.
If you want anytnmg on earth try farming are performing a valuable bring to the knowledge of the world empires throughout the world. The
of
I
scientific
The
farmers
service.
a New Mexican want "ad."
REMITTANCES SENT BY
tne facts regarding the possibilities Division of the British Empire, for
today are empire builders and take of the
of instance, should contain "Sections"
lands
farming
with those who, in earlier years, the
arid and semi-ariTHE CHIEF SUPPORT rank
regions in or for the Dominion of Canada, the
with pick, shovel and plow, built the
lands
der
be brought Commonwealth of Australia, the Dothat
these
may
ditches to reclaim .the desert with into a state of
usefulness; and to as-- ! minion of New Zealand, the Union of
water from the running streams, for
sist the farmers who take up these South Africa, India and Egypt. This
they also are reclaiming the desert, lands to succeed and become perma- - j plan can be followed with the nations
and more of the desert tnan the Irrinent contented home builders in the of the earth. No constitutional lines
gator."
can be fixed at the fourth congress
communities.
In the following extracts from
but sanction should be given to the
so
"In the light of the knowledge
suggestions of the methods that far
administrative
officers for the workinvestiand
farmers
by
gained
dresses before the congress, will be
would seem that there are ing out of the suggestions and the
it
gators,
have been proven successful in the certain bread essentials which must j preliminary establishment of the work
dry farming districts. E. R. Parsons, be observed if the farmers are to con- during the year, the final detailed
of Colorado, said:
results of
tinue in this branch of agriculture, j plans to be submitted
"Some of our agriculturalists and I have chosen to
and
two which correspondence
emphasize
not
to plant
experimenters tell you
seem to merit the special considera-- ' work to be reported to the fifth
alfalfa on sod; they know too well ticn of dry farmers.
Thee aie:
how sod is usually plowed in this
Proper mcisture conserving soil till-- !
or
inches
four
three
deep
country
in
age, and due regard for the practices HE SHOULD HAVE
of
in
of our extensive business
like ribbons spread out to dry.
REFUSED THE DRINK.
which
in a ii iwill
the
maintain
soi
tbe quality of the Limber we "But you can raise alfalfa on sod, nductive state.
sill. aud ttie reasonable prices and on sandy land will do better than "As new farming communities are Indulgence in Whisky Leads to
wa
for it. We nave built up any other way. We never wait for opened up, the tendency is for those
Beinn Robbed of All
RIGHT.
our trade on honest lines, to sod to rot; we rot it with the disk. who first take up the lands to start a
Near Folsom.
Hi;
Money
disk
and
wet
the
We
in
first
start
day
and
which wa are still adhering,
skimming process.
By this I mean
cross-disit, cutting it all to to
we gu .raatee e ery foot of it and
soil reducing crops like wheat
A man named Daugherty, who argrew
we plow it eight inches,
Boa Caspar Avenue
or other cereals year after year, and rived at Des Moines, Union county,
Liaabe.- - we sell to be just as pieces; then
it completely over and disk
turning
comto
to
the
return
land
last week, was robbed of all of hia
nothing
Kvery piece of it the other side; then work it as fine
represented
money near Folsom. The stranger ofis thoroughly seasoned a d as old land before planting. Fall pensate for the food elements
the crops harvested. If dry fered Daugherty a drink out of a
fr-- e
from all imperfections plowing and spring planting are best farmers inmake
this' mistake it will ue
the moment
whisky bottle and
Oar prices are satisfactory
and the seed should be put in during in
cf the warning of past expe- Daugherty took it. he fell into stupor,
spile
about
wettest
the
the
year,
period cf
riences. The
the state, wheh the stranger took advantage of,
OUR MOTTO: To have the Best of Everything In Our Line
half an inch to an inch deep. There the nation and community,
the world have an in- for when Daugherty awoke he found
terest in the store of plant food held himself in a deserted cabin on Sierra
in the soil as this is a great treasure
Grande, four miles from Folsom. He
house, from which future generations found
his money was gone and
trust 'get their supply of life's neces- than anthat
had been made to
attempt
sities.
down his throat.
carbolic
acid
force
"The dry farmer cannot grow wheat
His mouth and throat were terribly
OF
without
disaster.
continuously
inviting
He must include soil improving crops burned.
.uch as alfalfa and peas to keep up
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
BIDS CALLED FOR.
the, humus content and nitrogen supSealed proposals will be received
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gams.
ply, and must grow live stock in order
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
that the valuable plant fcod elements separately by the Board of County
SANTA FE, Ft. M.
527 San Francisco St.
of Santa Fe county,
nay not be needlessly shipped from '.Commissioners
I
4
m.
Dec.
to
N.
ML,
Santa
p.
up
Fe,
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women the farm."
W. M. Jardine, agronomist. In charge 10th, 1909, for (7) seven fire proof
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
of dry land grain investigations, Uni- vault doors, t Also court house furniand schedules
ted States department of agriculture, ture. Specifications
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
called attention to the recent suc- will be furnished the prospective bidcesses of dry farming In the west and ders by I. H. & W. M, Rapp Co. archi-tests- .
and Electrical t Engineering and it Household EcoAll bids to be addressed to
gave some valuable suggestions as to
Geo.
W.
Mechanics
and
Armijo, Probate Clerk, Santa
in
Practical
failof
courses
Agriculways
reducing the chances of
nomics. Also short
Fe, N. M. The board reserves the
ure. He said:
of the finest
"This past season has witnessed right to reject any or all bids.
ture, co'irse9 in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
I. SPARKS,
more
farmers
ever
than
succeeding
Chairman Board of County
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities before. New settlers have been able
to secure employment from
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OF THE VERY
for self support.
farmers who needed help
AND NEWtfST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
LATEST
The New Mexicaa Printing Com
For Catalogue and further information, address the President1" and could afford it. Practical experience In this way has been accessible pany has on hand a large supply of
INSPECTION 'S RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
to those in need a condition to those pads and tablets suitable for school
in need a condition which did not ex- work, the desk, and also for lawyers
land merchants; good everywhere. We
ist two or three years ago.
Agricultural College, N. Mex
"The men who are taking home- - win sell them at 5 cents in book form.
u
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ANTONIO JOSEPH, ProorSetor.
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Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders

All

Parts of the World.
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Inter-nation-

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9

When
Need
the
Anything
Line.
Drivers Furnished
Livery

ar,

ak

RATES

CHAS. CLOSSO

k

Charles W. Dudrow

A. F. SP1BGELBEHG,

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios.

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

A

ONLY

ivil

"special"8

SALE

Embroideries s White Goods

W. E.

Garrison,

-

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO.

KAGE FOUR.
c-"-,-

TEE SAXTA FE

XETV

7,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES- Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurer- .
Vice-Preside- nt.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily per week by carrier
.75
Daily, per month, by carrier,...
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Dlly, per year, by mail

Daily, six months, by mall
Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

J3.75
2.00
1.00
75

PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

OFFICIAL

The New Mexican Is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
very postoffiC3 in the Territory, and has a large anj growing circulation
aiming the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
UNON(&OLA'efL'?

THE MERCHANT MARINE.
B?ARD CF TRADE FOR ALBU- TL H. Windsor,
in Popular Me- QUERQUE.
A peculiar situation has arisen in Al- - chanicg for November,
tells of the
Club backwardness' of the American
The Commercial
buquerque.
has been held up all over the chant marine and the hope held out by
southwest as a mode! of progressive President Taft's
announcement in
ness and as an example of the Albu favor of a ship subsidy:
querque spirit, has been languishing! "Foreigners marvel at oar lofty
the past few years. There have been buildings, our railroads, our intense
s
meetings and there have been ergy: they are amazed at the
to revive and to reorganize, but ness and confidence with which we
patient continues to fail. Tht cide and complete enormous undertak-diagnosi- s
of experts has been that the, ir.gs, on which they would deliberate
Commercial Club is ilyiii'j of a disease for years: but the greatest wonder of
The all is the American llag on the high
that will kill anv organization.
Commercial Club paid too much att.en- seas. In f'orei vn ports where tall masts
lion to the social side it even tried to fly a galaxy of colors, speaking (he
play politics; it was accused of lend-- . language of many fiations, the Stars
ing its influence during the Hubbell and Stripes are as scarce as buffaloes-factionaIowa.
fights, to putting1 down
"If the north pole came floating in
called graft. This was a noble pur-- j
pose, no doubt, but not a platform on on an iceberg, it would excite scarcely
which a commercial organization car. more surprise. Once there sailed out
expect to unite a town. Therefore, of New England ports hundreds of
now, that the graft hunting has ceased, hurrying craft, searching out the
that a need is felt for the com- terniost parts of the earth. They have
mercia! and prosperity interests to get long since disappeared. A few remain
together, the Commercial Club is dy-- engaged in coastwise traffic, carrying
ing as the result of its own good works clams and coal.
and an effort is being made to organize
"With thousands "of miles of coast
a Board of Trade., a body that will line, and a possibility for every mile,
unite Albnnuerqueans of all sorts of our great harbors are filled with for- social standing, of all sorts of political eign ships: Boston, New York, Bal-- J
leanings, cf men who mawe a fad of timore, Charleston, Culfport, New Or-- '
Galveston, San Francisco, Puget
good government and of men whom
can gratters.
tr.e goo goos
.ah
and unloading every
for Albuquerque," is to be the motto day in the year; but the vessels were
and the only motto. The new Board built across seas, are owned across
of Trade will let the noble work of seas, are earning money for people
graft hunting to good government and across seas, and only come our way
civic, leagues where it properly be- when there isn't enough dom
their
longs; it will permit the social organ- w?.y.
izations to look after the dtnecs and
"Merchants in England, Germany
feeds and card playing; it will let the and France write merchants in South
Masons look after Masonry and the Allien, and get their answer in five
Odd Fel'ows after Odd Fellowship, and weeks. The same' service from the
will devote itself solely to boosting T niied States requires two months.
Albuquerque, to furthering its indus- During the enfire year of 1908 only
trial and manufacturing interests, be- ten merchant shirs under our flag enlieving that such work is enough for tered th;it gi'eat, inviting gateway of
southern South America, Rio de Jaany one organization and that
or dancing is no more the bus- neiro, while England alone had 2,199
iness of a Board of Trade than it is of
"The principle of a subsidy may
the Knights of Pythias or of the Prot- seem extravagant to som,e, but it is
estant Episcopal church, although ev- really no more so than the money
ery member of such organizations is spent on our weather bureau and
properly opposed to graft as an indi-- scores of other things. All the leading
vidua! and may believe heartily in a maritime nations have and are finding
civic good government league.
it
investment, and their
Journal in merchant marine grows; without it
Says the Albuquerque
whooping her up for a Board of Trade ours has withered away,
-at Albuquerque:
when Chile, nnrl Janan find it
"A movement recently started among
to join in a subsidy to main- profitable
c
, c
t
;
,
uubiuess men ol nluuqueique uii me
an ocoan ,)athwav between their
organization of a Boarf of Trade, is clinrol! u
oc ;f
meeting with nattering encourage States miht now awake from its Rip
ment. It is not intended by such an Van Winkle
sleep, and resurrect its
organization to do anything to inter- shipyards. Ship subsidies are not to
iom.
i
uu1, u,c v,.a it benefit ship owners, though, it make?,
an, mauuci
the Commercial Club, but as is welljthem )0ssible. lt is t0 benefit every
known to a majority of our people. man, woman and child in the land.
there is a very considerable element in
"The President has declared
the business life of the town which, favor of ship subsidies.
for various reasons, generally social,
"Let all people shout 'Amen.'."
does not, find it convenient or desirable to assimilate itself with that body,
THE PROBLEM OF WOMAN.
and since the town cannot afford to
Judge Peter Grosscup, who has
lose the influence and good offices of
in New Mexico and who had been
this element in our struggle for cornmercial supremacy in the southwest, it Matea I0r a 1 address at tne New Alex-habeen thought the part of wisdom ico Bar Association meeting a little
at Santa Fe, has set
to project another organization, with over a 'ear a
all social features eliminated, and on a j the tongues in Women's Clubs
the following aphorisms re
every busi- ginS
basis,
in an adness man, willing to stand up for the cently pronounced
'
business interests of Albuquerque, can dress:
"Woman is a creature of detail, but
feel himself at home, and not
taxed for the support of certain so- she attends to each one separately.
cial features in which he may have no She has no conception of the relation
of one to another, except such relainterest.
tion as a feather bears to a hat.
we
move"As
have said above, the
"She is not good, therefore, as a
ment thus far has met with public
favor, and there is good reason to be scientist, because science demands the
lieve that such an organization will collection and correlation of great
soon be perfected. There is a good masses of detail.
field for it, and a vast amount of good
"She is only good as a doctor in
that may be accomplished by it."
those cases where nursing is the chief
Las Vejras had a similar experience cure,
as Albuquerque and it is found dif-Woman cannot be a theologian
to keep the organization alive j cause
theoogy demands impartial con-ithe Meadow City. Every small town sl(leration
of great truths. Woman
will fail to maintain an organization would he all th time T)lnpliinfr Bt
thp
that is to unite business men and prop- hem of omniscPnPe to Spp whetw it
erty owners if it ventures into fields, was made of silk or near silk.
no matter how promising and right"She cannot be successful in the
eous, upon which men will differ. As
of law because she has no
practice
an abstract proposition every man exfor
feeling
justice. A judge once ruled
cept a thief is opposed to graft, but
woman lawyer, and she enda
against
when it comes to pointing out tht
ed her career in jail for
of
grafters or defining graft there will be court, because she threw contempt
a pitcher at
as much difference of opinion as over the
judge.
eny political, soical or religious prop"Woman is great at preserving and
osition.
expressing art. Art is a pouring out
of what is within, and in outpouring:
U
Public sentiment
veering strong- no one can
equal woman."
in favor cf
all over the
A
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JUDGE AB30TT GOES TO WASHINGTON.
Much speculation is caused by the
fact that Judge Ira A. Abbott has been
summoned to Washington for a confer
ence with Attorney General Wicker-sham- ,
being the third judge in the territory, in one week, compelled to adjourn court so as to be able to get
away. Judge W. II. Pope being called
to Athens. Ga., by the critical condition of his father-in-law- ,
and Judge A.
W. Cooley on account of the death of
his sister nt Alamogordo.
Of course,
it is idle guessing what the reasons
are for Judge Abbott's being summoned to the national capital at this time.
It is known that he stands very high
with the national administration which
has much faith in his judgment; that
he cnly recently declined a very important judicial position in China;
that the attorney general is at pres-(ii- t
considering the appointment of a
United States marshal for New Mexico
and that objections against at least
two of the candidates, objections as to
fitness and personal habits, have been
laid before him. It is also known that
places on the New Mexico bench are
to be filled soon and that by March 1, a
new governor will have to be selected
for the territory. However, it is not
likely that Judge Abbott was summoned to Washington on any business of
that nature, although politicians will
jump to that conclusion at the first
lick, for to them the essence of every
move of an official is political, and
they have the idea that the beginning
and end and the substance of all happenings is appointment or election tc
some office.
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW.-

"'it

.

Is

-

E. C. ABBOTT,
.

Attorney-at-Law-

Practice in the District and Supreme Coarts. Frompt and careful
attention given co all business.
Santa Fe
New Mexico

OF SANTA FE.
The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1&70
Capital Stock,
$150,000
Surplus and Undivided Profits, 75,000
3
3

5

i
S

5

.

RENEHAN & DAVIES.
A. B. Renehan,
Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice

t.

.

P.

Davie,

the Supreire and Dls-triMining and Land Law a
Office In Catron Block.
. New Mexlco
in

ct

Courts.

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all mirkets for its customer.
Buys and sel!s
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are eiven bv
or r
i
o - - j nuhlic
" anv monev transmitin?o atrencv
on"
time deposits at the rate of three 5
private. Interest allowed
par cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, h
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, 5
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- - b
ing. Safety deposit, boxes for rent. The patronage of the 5

specialty.
Santa F

CHARLES F. EASLEY,

(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-La-

Land and Mining business

cialty.
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HOLT

&

SUTHERLAND,

Attorney-at-Law-

.

Practic In the District Court as
well as before the Supreme Court :pf
the Territory.
Las Cruces

-

-

New Mexico

H. M. DOUGHERTY,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory. Office:
-

Socorro

-

-

New Mexico

WILLIAM McKEAN,
Attorney-at-La-

ATTAINS MAJORITY.
The Carlsbad Arsus was twenty-on- e
years old last week. Its age gives tan
gible evidence of the rapid flight of
lime. The Argils has been considered
one of the new papers of the terri
lory which sprang into existence with
the town of Eddy, now Carlsbad, one
of the newer towns of the terriory.
for old timers remember well when
there wasn't even a postoffice on the
Staked Plains and no one thought they
were permanently inhabitable. The
Argus bellied to build the beautiful
town, and all of the communities that-camafterward in that part of the lower Peccs valley from Hagerman to
.Malaga and from the Guadalupe mountains to the Texas border on the east.
The Argus has been fortunate in that
it never passed through the first
stages of a newspaper on the frontier,
but had from the beginning ample
financial backing, and a well furnished
printing office. It has been a' model
newspaper for many years in appearance as well as in substance and under editors such as L. O. Fallen and
William T. Reed who succeeded him
slways has been in the very front rank
of New .Mexico journalism.
A man. who three times in succession, received almost one half of the
votes of the United States for the presidency; a man who is the leader of
one of the two great poltical parties
of the country; a man whose name is
familiar beyond the United States, is
deserving of a respectful hearing at
Paiita Fe or anywhere else in the
United States. A man who could fill
repeatedly the greatest auditorium in
the United States should have a good
audience tonight at the Methodist
church, especially since the message
he brings is one of ethics, of morals,
and not of politics or strife. It is significant that a leader like Colonel William Jennings Bryan takes a stand for
civic and moral righteousness and
chooses for his lectures a subject
which is just as appropriate in the pulpit as on the platform!

In one of the local pulpits yesterday
the lesson cf sanitation was driven
home forcibly in speaking of the London plague which took off fifty per
cent cf inhabitants.
"Woe is unto
us!" the inhabitants cried as they
"The
paraded through the streets.
visitation of God!" they called it, but
as a matter of fact it was a visitation
upon them because of their filth.
Thus when a little one dies in Santa
Fe of scarlet fever or an older one
of typhoid or some other preventable
disease, it may be proper ,to call it a
visitation of Providence, but it is a visitation because Santa Fe's people
permit manure piles in the very heart
of the town and do 'not even clean up
their backyards and their vacant lots.
Visitations of that sort do not fall upon
clean towns. In most cases, it is not
Providence that is needed as much aa
the sanitary engineer and the plumber,
and a little energy oil part of the authorities in keeping the town clean.
The great Federation of L.aoor lias
spoken in favor of manual training at
the public expense. This attitude is of
more than ordinary importance, for it
was thought that the labor unions
were opposed to industrial training on
the Sround that the workers turned
out by the schools would compete with
ths worker In the shops and would reduce his wages. But labor now takes
the wider view; the anxiety to provide
for labor's children has overcome the
narrow view of former days. As to
the commonwealth and each community, it can not do better than follow labor's lead in that respect and
build manual training schools not only
la every town and city, but in the
rural districts also, teaching there
traces that are adapted to the immediate vicinity; in factory towns the
nrinciDles of machinery and me
chanics: In rural towns those of agri

evident that Judge Grosscup
knows as little "about woman as does
the average man, and that he finds her
as much of a puzzle as did Goethe who
spoke of the eternally feminine. Judge
Grosscup has chacarterized one or two
women of his lady acquaintances, no
administration without frills or fur-- doubt, but he should know that there
belows, that would be a winner from is no such thing as generalizing on the
culture,
the start.
subject
Hon. Nathan Jaffa for Governor
of
New Mexico. It'1 would be a splendid
and satisfactory selection both from
the standpoint of the Republican party
and also from that of the people. Sane,
Mr. Jaffa
levelheaded, respected.
would give the Territory a business
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PALACE HOTEL

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Taos

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
G. Northcutt,
C. J. Roberts,

Jesse

One of

pRQP.

the Best Hotel

CuisiEe and
Table Service

Unexcelled

the West

in

Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

.

Attorneys-at-Law-

WLL.LIAM VAUGHN

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trinidad, Colorado.
G. V. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.

GEORGE b. BARBER,

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
AMERICAN AND
Practices in the District Court and
EUROPEAN PLAN Supreme Courts of the
Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business;
.

Lincoln County

New Mexico

CATRON

Attorneys and

HOTEL

mmmm

J. E. LACOME,
Proprietor

Commodious

-

-

New Mexico

TIME TABLE OF
LOCAL TRAINS
Train leaves for the north at 10:13

a. m.

Train arrives.' from the north at

p. m.

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

FttESS THE

Catron Block.

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.

Sample Kocm

Loig Distance Telephone Station.

S'eam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

Office:

Santa Fe

& CATRON,
Couhsellors-at-La-

4

;

:

New Mexico Central.

Train leaves Santa Fe at 1:45.
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 5:25.
,

.

Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Santa Fe 8:25 to connect
with Nos. 10 and 2 from the south and
west, and No. 3 from the east at Lam

BUTTON WE DO THE REST.

function.

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN

CORONADO

THE

I"Irt Class

Keeta-azan-

RATES 50c and up
OPEN Day & Nipht

in

t

HOTEL

CCIla::Lecti-cla- .

HERRERA Prop,
Santa Fe New Mexico- -

G. LUPE

Arrives at Santa Fe 11:10 a. m.
Leaves Santa Fe at 4:20 to connect
with No. 1 from east. Arrives 6:50 p. m
Leaves Santa .Fe 7:20 to connect
vith 7 and 9 from the east and 4 and
from the west. Arrives 11:10 p. ra.

n.eco.
THE LEADING

First flass and

ftroiillj

Up - To - Date

:.

HOTEL MODERN
CORNER

DON GASPAR AND

WATER STREET

Hot and Told Water Spacious Sample Booms
In Every Room
For Commercial Travelers

Steam Eeat
Electric Light,
Modern Baths.

17lw Eriefl

Friit

AH 1909

;

In

N6

Crop

RAISINS,
CURRANTS
'
CITRON
PRUNES
HERE IS

AVERY

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

Evaporated

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRICE
f

CHRISTMAS

BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA Ftfl
Don't
to
Call
and

Inspect

'

Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placqnes
11 Kinds
of irawn Work.
leather Pillows Tops :

;

articles
that
attract

peaches

LEUION & ORANGE

'

PEEL

Also Jfcw, 1909 Crcp
English Walnuts &
Almonds

Many ;
other '

:

'"

PEARS
APRICOTS

Excellent Assortments of

Fa'l

,

;;

We Now Have E ery Thing
N333j$iry. For Fruit Cake

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S. CANDELARIO
301-30- 3

San Francisco St.

.

Proprietor

S. KAUtfE SCO.

H.

Santa Fe, N, M.

Hi.

t

4
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TIIE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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15,

THE 15 YEAR OLD BOY

Santa Fe.

$50,000

Capital

G.

FRANKLIN

G.

FLICK. President

W. S. DAVIS.
N. B. LAUGHLIN

W. E. GRIFFIN. Asst. Castile,--.

J. B. LAMY
R. H. HANNA

FREDERICK MULLER

r

FURNITURE

UNDERTAKERS

n
dUj

,
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Special
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Weeks-- '
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HARDWARE

WILS0N RANGES

The Place

INLAID

LINOLEUMS

PAINTERS' SUPPLIES

CHAIRS OF ALL KINDS
s

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.

v8

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.

A M
anta Fe,

Loans-L-

N. M.

Catron Block

&

ife

Fire-Su-

Bonds

rety

INSURANCE

REAL
ESTATE
Ranch Property)
(Citj
&

100 Acres in the P cos Valley, two Miles From
:
: :
.
Roswell
2000 Acres in the Rio Grande Valley.

:::::;::::

FOR FULL PARTICULARS CALL ON OR ADDRESS

O

C- -

WATSON

Fhsoe Eed IS

Catron.

&,

COMPANY

Elcck

Santa. IFe,

2,

E-

-

NOW IS THE TIME

To have that SUIT cleined, pressed and put in good shape
We will do H)
for fall wear.
We will charge j KUjtii-

The Goldberg
203

PHONE

and Pressing Establishment

Cleaning

208

BLACK

THE ,

Bounds Trains.

A fanions old Spanish Land Grant

beautifully and historically situated
on the Pecos River 700 feet above sea
'level and surro'inded, by .pine and
8 pruce covered mountains of upwards
13000 feet with sunshine every
day
l, to
in the year such as no disease germ
can live In. The greatest health glv- ing country In the world. 28 miles
'
'
east of Santa Fe.
Splendid trout fishing in Summer and all kinds, of hunting,
etc,

ridin- g- TENNIS

.

Dotoa $, 03 and $ 12 00 P"weel
ildluu Saddle Horsas, $1.50 per day

or

$5.00 per week.

Writs today for Mlutratrd pamphlet
and all
Informjttcn

J. F. MILLER Mgr. Yalley Fanch H.

M.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arries at

Individual or Class Lessons
. IN GRAMMAR
v.

RAYMOND

HAACKE

Care New Mexican
NOTAR YfUBLTC

Sul-

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Nov. 15. Call money
5

prime mercantile paper
Mexican dollars 43; Amal.

1--

Atch.120
129

3--

N. Y. C. 132
U. P. 202
steel 90
5--

pfd. 12C

One

STUCK

again

j

MTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.
Muttons

steady.
$6;?( T.iii);

S

1.2.V 5.50

:

lambs

range wethers and yearlings

range ewes $:J.2."ifrt 5.25.
Chicago. 111., Nov. 15 Cattle Receipts, Ilii.OtiO; market steady to 10
cents lower. Texas steers $3,751! 4. SO;
$4&G;

western steers $4.257.50; stockers
and feeders $3.10f(5.25; cows and heifers 'f 2.101?. 5.70; calves $G.25i?S.50.
Hogs
Receipts, 2S.O0O; market
strong to 5 cents higher. Light $7. Co
S.10; mixed $7.75$ S. 20; heavy $7.75
&8.20; rough $7.75 ft 7.90; good to
choice heavy $7.90(88.23; pigs $G.10
7.75; bulk of sales $7. 95 8.15.

Sheep

strong

to 10

Receipts, 23,000; market,
cents higher. Native $2.90

5.25; western $3. IOC'S. 25; yearlings
7.00;
$5.00G.40; lambs native
western $5.001t7.C0.

ONION GROWING A
SUCCESS

IN

TEXAS

San Antonio, Tex., Nov. 15. Owing
to very encouraging market prospects,
the Southwest Texas Truck Growers'
Association will increase its onion
acreage by about. 25 per cent over last
year. In view of the fact that the association sold over 3,000 cars of onions last year, favorable crop conditions would put this year's output at
about 3,750 cars.

The Coming Christmas
This of all seasons make mankind more chari'abe
one to another. The spirit of cheerful givirg is re
cognized ia all c'.vilizrl lands at Yuleiide
Choose early if you would choose wisely

THEATER

Tuesday

November

H. H. FRAZEE, Inc.

For the Baby

For the
Youngsters
For the
Youn

Lady

POP

MOlllPr

FOr

FflfhfiP

PRESENTS

Dolis, Toys, and doll accessaries,
Silver Sets, Spoon?, Dish and
Furniture Set?.

The new Marathon racers, Toy
wagons. Mechanical toys,
Books, English baby
Go-cart-

Gift
etc- -

s

Hand bags, Music rolls, Fur set,
Scissors or manicure sets, Mexican
drawn work, Handsome jewel
combs, Beautifcl bed room slippers, Hand embroidered corset
covers, Xrnas box writing paper etc
Nsckties, Suspenders. Handkerchiefs, Military brush sets, Book-rack- s
in oak or bras, Shaving
Smokers
sets,
sets, Night robes,
Pajamas etc.
oag Camonas, Hand made work
baskets, Silverware, Cut glass,
Fancy chira, Table linen etc.
Pipes CiSar humidores, Felt slip- pers A Victor or Edison Phono- graph will amuse the whole fanvly

A THOUSAND OTHKH VALl'PLK AMI
INTERESTING THINGS TOJbKLECT FROM

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.
THE RACKET STORE.

iirl

1

55

94;
S. P,
7--

Question

3--

With

E-ja-

5--

FARE

$5.00
mm

JOHN L. KEARNEY

2

20.

LIVE STOCK.
Kansas City, Nov. 15. Cattle Receipts 10,000, including '600 southerns.
Market steady.
Native steers 5

379
10

$3.405.20;

southern cows $2.604; native cows
and heifers $2.255.75; stockers and
feeders $35; bulls ?2.754; calves

?47.25; western steers f45.75;
western cows J2.754.50.
Hogs
Market
Receipts 8,000.
strong to 5 higher, Bulk sales 7.80
8.05; heavy $88,10; packers and
butchers $7.808.10; light ?7.507.95;
pigs $6.507.25.
Sheep
Market
Receipts 8,000.

:,,

Consecutive

Performances
in Chicago

SONG HITS

fjgg

aModa Millinery
OF INTEREST TO LADIES

10

WONDERFUL SCENIC
AND ELECTRICAL

Have also just received a full line of

"Royal

" FLOSSES & EMBROIDERY SILKS

EFFECTS
RESERVED SEAT SALE
Opens Thursday, Nov. 11.
Dress circle and Parquet ...$1.50
First three rows Balcony . . 1.00
Balance Balcony
Box seats
2.00
;

the latest thing in
Call at the

As seen

...

steers

You want

DOROTHY MAYNARD

85.

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Nov. 15. Wool unchanged; territory and western mediums
2429; fine mediums 2326; fine 14

)f

and

1--

southern

1:1

We h ive a eplendid array of servicible things to
Y.'U. can rind here many
suggestions, a
few of which are mentioned below,

Young Man

16th.

i

pick frouti.

For the

New York, Nov. 15. Lead quiet
Taos at 7 p. m.
4.371-245- ;
copper neglected; nomiTen miles shorter than any other
silver 501-2- .
nal;
Good convenient hack and
way.
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
gcod teams.
111., Nov. 15.
Chicago,
Wheat Dec.
ijr
Tiling- dene to Iwdalce Faa-saag-- er 1071-2- ; May 105
ComfortaTolo
, Corn
Dec. 801-2- ;
.
May 611-8- .
Oats Dec. 491-2- ;
Trio?
May 421-2- .
Pork Jan. 21.621-2- ;
May 20.50.
r
Lard Nov. 13.42
Jan. 12.10.
Ribs Nov. 1L40. Jan. 10.821--

8.50;

SPANISH LESSONS

L.

AND DONT

anjGet
I

now

buy

EarJy

MARKET REPORT

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North
South

THE VALLEY RANCH

HORSKBAOK

Territorial Engineer Vernon

livan who has been on a hunting trip
ine past week with his family near
Lakewood, Eddy county, expects to
return to Santa Fe this week.
The following parties arrived here
yesterday from the Cash Entry mine.
near Cerrillos, coming overland in an
,auto on a pleasure trip: Mrs. C. H.
Melton, D. P. Kingsley and wife and
J. H. McHughes.
County Treasurer Eugenio Romero,
of Las Vegas, arrived in Santa Fe
yesterday
from Estancia.
coming
While in the latter town he met with
a very painful accident, one of the
saws at the mill coming in contact
with a finger of his left hand. The
accident however, was not serious.
Territorial Auditor W. G. Sargent,
who returned on Saturday evening
from El Rito, Rio Arriba county, reports that the territorial Spanish
AmericanNormal School at that place
is flourishing. He also says that two
or three surveying corps are
busy on
the grant surrounding El Rito and
one camp of 25 to 30 men is established near El Rito.

From

Switzerland of America

'

WEST PALACE AVE

C. F. Dutton,
postoffice i inspector
from Denver was an arrival at noon
today. He is quartered at the Claire.
A. D. Graham,
telephone man from
A.ouquerque, was among today's nocn
arrivals. He is a guest at the Claire.
W. F. Webster, a shoe salesman
from Cincinnati,
is visiting loc'al
merchants.
He is quartered at the
Palace.
W. B. Bleteher, a forest
service
man from Senorita, Sandoval
county,
arrived last night, stopping at the
Palace.
Miss Isabel Ridgeway and sister,
Miss Beulah Ridgeway, are in town
seeing the sights. They are stopping
at the Hotel Modern.
L. E. Rudolph of Las Vegas, is vis
iting his sister who is a student at
Loretto Academy. He is accompanied
by E. J. McWeine and is a guest at
the Palace.
Frank J. Ivie and R. F. Hecker.'as-sistan- t
U. S. examiners of surveys, returned last night after making a trip
to Laguna, Valencia county, and other neighboring points.

WOODY'S HACK LINE

,

Come

taking quarters at the Claire.
C. R. Wise, a traveling man from
Denver, is selling dentist's supplies.
He is stopping at the Palace.
L. E. Disque of Wills rd, a
traveling
man representing a Denver hardware
firm, is stopping at the Palace.
E. F. Graff, a Denver
traveling man
is in town selling stationery. He is
making headquarters at the Palace.
A. Mennett. grocery salesman from
Las Vegas, is in town on his regular
trip. He is stopping at the Palace.

J3BBES22SB2

:

When this cold snap struck us.

F. P. Kldrid-- e, an insurance man'
from Denver, is registered at the Pal
ace.
H. W. Dye. a Denver
traveling man,
was among last night's arrivals at the
Palace.
Athol A. Wynne of Shell Lake, Wis.,
is among the sightseers stopping at
the Palace.
Mrs. G. F. McXitt is at Aztec, in
attendance in district court, as court!
j
stenographer.
IT. W. Brown a
Trinidad traveling;!
man, came in at noon today, registering at the Palace.
Attorney Earl M. Cranston of Denver, is in town on business. He is
a guest at the Palace.
J. B. Jones of Albuquerque, was in
town over night stopping at the Claire.
He is on his way north.
T. A. Ellis, a traveling man from El
Paso, arrived on todays noon train,

M.

'

Wiison Heater

i

ace.

FRANKLIN FLICK

W. S. DAVIS, Cashiei.

H

M. C. de Baca of Las Vegas, is a
guest at I he Coronado.
W. V. MeCleary left
today for
on a business trip.
D. J. MeCarty. a Denver commercial
man. is quartered .at the Claire.
H. C. Hunter, a' Chicago clothing
selesnian. is stopping ai Hi.? Claire.
John J. Fox, a millinery salesman
from St. Louis, i a g;i st at the Pal-

'

DIRECTORS
OFFICERS

IUI
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ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT.

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST

7.Wii

MlPFPQflNAI
L.UUUI1ML tti

of today, will, in tea years, be a business man,
If you have a son it is your duty to train him in
business methods, lo give him the benefit of your

business experience.
See that he hasa bank account while he is grow- iDgup. There is no other one thing thai will give
bin a rr.o'e proper insight and conception cf
lf
business than havirg his own bank account.

'

lk-fc.--
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PACC FIVE.

and all kinds of ART EMBROID-ERI:
:
5 and NOVELTIES.

E

NEW GOODS ARRIVING EVERY DAY
Phone Black

78

Catron Block
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they are often needed by our crops.
They are especially needed in an organic form, which has the additional
Palace.
advantage of adding some much needE. Disque. Willard; AY. E. Smith,
ed humus. An economical and desirLa Yeta; ('. R. Yi.e. jvnvi r; L. F.
able source for both elements is
staple
Rudolph, K. .1. MeWeine, Las Vegas;
manure and bat guano.
is
The
Blood
sore
or
a
of
Poison
first
little
symptom
usually
Contagious
L. P. Eldridge, Denver; W. F. WebThe chemist has no means of
ulcer, so insignificant that often no attention is given it. But when the
ster, Cincinnati; H. V. Dye, Denver; blood becomes more fully infected with the virus the mouth and throat get measuring the exact amount of availHiiro C. Hunter, Chicago; F. J. Ivie, sote, glands in the neck and groin swell, and sometimes ulcerate, forming able
plant food in a soil, and his
li. K. Decker, City; Eugenio Romero, sores and ulcersthe hair comes out, copper colored spots appear on the
may lie of little value in deanalysis
in
to
remain
the system the poison
Xew Ross. Ind.; Miss G. Ferris, Santa body, and where the disease is allowed
S. S. S. is the true termining the immediate crop producFe; Karl M. Cranston, Denver; E. F. frequently penetrates deeper and attacks the bones.
the only remedy that is able to get ing power of a soil. Indeed without
Graft", Denver; Athol A. Wynne, Shell antidote for Contagious Blood Poison
at the very root of the trouble and remove every particle of the virus from making a number of analysis of each
Miles
No 2
From
No 1,
vines From
i n
St.
a
Fox.
John
J.
Wis.;
Lake,
Louis;
s
the circulation; at the same time S.S. S. acts with upbuilding and tonic soil type from every locality the chemHAILY
Raton
Des Moines
HA1LY
YV.
B. Bletclier, Senorita.
effect on every portion of the system. As soon as the system gets under the
ist can tell little about the fertility of
Clnire.
influence of S.S. S. the symptoms begin to disappear and soon a perfect
49
6 30 p. m,
N: M. Arr,
0
the
soil. This would be a long and
I 00 a. m.
Lv. Des Moines
own
of
is
S.
home
C.
S.
S.
in
one's
cure
a
Tucker.
the
used
and
().
can be
made.
"
Arroyo Hondo; John
privacy
" RumalUo.
46
Lv.
6 IB p. m.
13 12 a. ra.
I
'
" Dedmaa
cure effected. To aid those who wish to cure themselves at tedious operation and makes it imposD. J.
4 55 p. ra.
88
Lee
10 35 a. m.
U
permanent
Clarke,
Albuquerque;
'
"
"
82
4 35 p. m.
18
10 50 a. m,
Denver; H. C. Hunter, Chicago; home we have prepared a special Home Treatment book which contains sible for the station to undertake work
"
"
" Oapullu
29
4 25 p. m.
80
II 05 a m
Vigil
With of this character free of charge for
"
"
24
L Mickey, Arroyo Hondo; .1. B. Jones, much valuable information to Contagious Blood Poison Sufferers.
S 55 p. ra.
". Thompson
26
11 20 a. in
"
"
the aid of this book and the use of S.S.S. a cure can be effected in every the individual.
3 30 p. m.
18
81
11 45 a. m.
Cunalngliain
For those who desire
R,
"
"
Albuquerque;
Campbell, City.
" Ollfton Hoase Junction
2 55 p. in.
1.7
48
12 20 p. m.
caso. We will send this book, and also any medical advice desired free to
to have this work done here a fee of
2 30 p ra.
Arr12 45 p. m.
Coronado.
rr.
n
dU
vl
who
g
Write.
A
A
A
U
baton
TT WT
n.A
12 26 p.m.
cnPfTUTri rn
Lv.
8 30 p.m."
Tnr
Lv."
A Xir. omirw
via. $10.00 will be charged for each comF. .1. Hall, Arroyo Hondo; R. L.
owir A oriiViiriv
12 06 p.m.
7
Lv.
42
8 50 p.m.
Ollfton House Junction ""
"
" Preston
18
Sll 40 a. m. Robertson, City; William J. Bennett,
49
44 15 p. m.
plete agricultural analysis to partly
"
"
" Koehler
11 06 a' m
28
68
45 p ra.
i
cover its cost.
"
"
" Koehler J net.
20
1115 a.m. Denver; Eugene Garrison, Watrous;
58
4 55 p.m.
on
and each farm schedule will have
it an act of Congress that every man,! The chemist cannot
"
"
" Oolfax
88
tlO 15 a. m. R. E. Cargo, C. M. Bagley, Estancia;
88
!5 50 p. m.
tell the farmer
"
"
" Oerrososo
41
9 43 a. m.
77
5 15 p, m.
from 50 to 00 questions.
After the woman and child shall make true and the exact
Andrew
John
Canon
Batten,
Barten,
of the various ele25
9
amount
Lta.m.
8 35 p.m.
Arr, OlMAKKUM w. m.
47
88
come those covering faithful answer when the enumerator ments
7 50 a.m.
7 08
rr
Lv.
p.m.
City; Charles F. Gleason, Colorado farm schedule
that would constitute an excess,
" Nast
7 40 a.m.
50
N. M.
Lv
88
t. 10 p.m.
J. J. Mienan, Chicago,
"
"
" Harlan
7 25 a. ra.
J. the manufacturing industries, and on comes around, and has provided a fine' and result in injury to his crop, since
63
Springs;
89
7. 23 p. m.
"
" Ute Park
7 00 a. m.
59
94
',"
7. 45 p. m.
.lose Ullibarri, the general and special seedules will alld imprisonment for wilful failure' this depends upon the character
Anderson, Chicago:
of
to give such answors ne is rqually soil,
Las Vegas; Jesus M. Serna, Willard: appear many hundred interrogatories.
crop,
but
drainage,
etc.;
knowing
In the making of the schedules of careful to assure the people that they
Connect! with E. P. A 3. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawson, N. Roy Russell, Mcintosh; Sam Lee, Alathese conditions he can advise, at least
mosa; A. de Lallo, Thomas de Lallo. questions there are many things to shall De 1)rotected if they answer well within rather wide limits, and ofter
M., 6:15 p. m.
t Connect! with E. P. A S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M., Cerrillos; M. C. de Baca, Las Vegas. consider. It is by no means a simple and truly Tne enumerator is required suggest a remedy. Work of this charmatter of writing down every question t0 hold in sac,.ed SpCrec.v the things acter will
Modern.
1:55 a. m.
be undertaken free or
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Forward. Roch- that happens to suggest itself to the he leanis in the
f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
djschai.ge of hjs du. charge for citizens of Xew Mexico.
schedule-makeDes
as
follows:
Moines
from
number
and
and
S.
the
arrive
&
C.
Upon
ester, X. Y.; Miss Isabel Ridgeway,
depart
Passenger trains
ties, and a jail sentence stares him in
Those desiring soil analysis made at
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
Miss Beula Ridge way, Dallas; D. P. character of the questions asked de- - the face 5f he (iiVuiges any inf0rma- - this station
should first write the
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, :0I a. m.
Kingsley and wife, Mrs. C. H. Melton. pends the entire value of the census; tion he obtains. Xo" matter if he un- - chemist
instructions for
concerning
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 1:12 p. m.
J. H. McHughes, Cash Entry.
and is the preparation of the question earths the biggest tax dodger in the
taking
samples.
C
with
S.
A.
and
A
F.
Raton
T.
at
with
connection
Preston,
in
all
more
Ry.
Track
science than
lists there is
country, no matter if he finds even a
R. F. HARE.
W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
A S. at Des Moines, E. P A 8
the remainder of the work together.
STUPENDOUS TASK CF
notorious criminal, his mouth must be
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
TAKING THE CENSUS.
forever closed.
Two Governing Principles.
The seals and record book? for noCimarron, N. M., Is depot i.r the following points In New Mexico: Ocato,
Divorced From Polictics.
There are two principles that must
taries
for sale by the Xew
Red
Lakes.
and
Aurora
ftayado,
Director Durand the Man for the Job govern those who frame a schedule.
Much has been written about the Mexican public
Ute Park. N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Printing
and Has Made Extensive PrepaThe fewer and the simpler the ques- divorcing of the thirteenth
census reasonable rates. Company at very
Lobo
Seals for IncorporElizabethtown,
eeco, Arroyo Hondo, Batdy, Black Lakes, Cerro,
rations to Do she Work.
Of course those who
Hons ashed, the greater the accuracy from politics.
ated companies are also handled. Call
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Sled River City, Taos and Twining.
in gathering the data: yet on the other know the ways of politics are aware
at or address the Xew Mexican PrintW. A. GORMAN.
J. van HOUTEN;
f7 J. DEDWUN,'
hand the more questions asked the that an absolute divorce is out of the
(By Frederick .1. Haskin.)
ing Company, Santa Fe. New Mexico.
susceptible of correct interpreta- question. Yet there is much that
and Gen Mgr. Gen-Pass- Agent Preparation is being made for the more
Superintendent V.
scheduleseems
So
While
the
certain:
politics still will
census, the lion will be the data.
RATON. N. JWRATON. N, M. taking of the thirteenth
RATON, N fll.
thirteenth decennial stock-takinof framer must find the happy medium; figure in it to some extent, it will not
the United States of America. During he must make the questions few and in anywise be allowed to interfere
:vxt year the federal government will simple enough to secure essential ac- with the excellence of the work or the
ask the people of the country some bil- curacy in collection, yet, many and accuracy of the returns. AVhere all
lions of questions, in the aggregate, elaborate enough to secure accuracy else is equal, the Republican naturally
will get the best of it, but political
and upon the answers to these ques- of interpretation.
tions will be based the new measureDirector Durand cites the instance of consideration never will be allowed to
ments of the growth of the nation. The oil statistics to illustrate how it is outweigh the interests of the work
questions and answers will relate not necessary to have more than the fig- itself.
With the preparations for the thiralone to population, but also to wealth, ures of cost and production to show
s
and almost every- the true condition of the oil business teenth census the most complete in
health,
thing else that enters into the life of now and a score of years ago. Then the history of censuses, with the
OPPORTUNITY
the busiest people on earth.
the oil was shipped mostly in barrels, people possessing a deeper interest
in governmental affairs today than
census
for
and
the
gallon
price
Must
Answer.
per
Everybody
ever before, those who are
Every man must answer the cen- purposes was made to'include the cost with the situation believe acquainted
that consus taker's questions, some will be of the retailers. Now it is shipped
ditions
satisfor
most
are
the
ripe
the
ped gallon
asked only a dozen or two, some must mainly in bulk, and
answer a hundred or more. This great price does not include the cost of re- factory, thorough and accurate census
the
statistical photograph of the American tainers. So, in order to properly com- the nation has yet seen even if it is
thirteenth.
TO THE EAST & NORTH
nation will cost the government not ' pare the past with the present many
V
L I
r
I MOBIIimiUW
than $14,000,000. It will require questions must he asked to elucidate
less
Add 25 Cents to the Annual
Now in effect Via
Subscrip.
an army of C5.000 inquisitors. The the relation between oil and contain STATEMENT REGARDING
tfon Rate of the New Mexican PubliSOIL
ANALYSIS,
greater part of the questioning will ers.
cations, to Receive the Western
MEXICO CENTRAL
be done between April 15 and May 15,
What Will the Answer Be?
Investor's Review.
Issued
New
the
Mexico
of
By
College
1010. After all the data is gathered
Another thins the schedule-frame- r
and
Mechanic
Arts
Agriculture
will come the work of tabulating the has to bear in mind is that there are
at Mesilla Park.
returns, odf interpreting the data and dczens of questions that might be ask& S. W.
E.
FBATEHKAL
SOCIETIES
of publishing the results. The com- ed, which, if they could elict the inSodium,
aluminum,
magnesium,
iron,
will
work
the
balancemost
plete
formation desired, would give
represent
A. N, BROWN
Par full particuU rs,
M AtC NIC.
sheet of a decade's doings of nearly valuable data. Yet from the nation- sulphur, silicon, chlorine, calcium, poP. A.-- K,
P. A S. W.
Iti,
Address
Kl Paso Texas.
wide standpoint it would be impossible tassium, phosphorus, and nitrogen are
ninety million busy people.
food elements used by all plants,
A Stupendous Task.
to gather information on such points. plant
Montezuma Lodge No.
and derived by them from the soil on
H2BEE3
9f,
The taking of the thirteenth census The man who makes out the questions which
1. A. F. & A. M.
are
Rej
conIf
a
soil
grown.
they
will represent the most stupendous always must consider what are the
u a r
communication
tains an abundance of these elements
first Mnridav nt aoik
summing up of things ever undertaken possibilities of getting satisfactory in a form available to
plants it is in
by man. At the present time the answers to the question he would ask. the
twelfth census represents the great- For instance, it, would he highly edi- Too highest possible degree of fertility.
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
much of some of the elements is,
est statistical inquiry ever made, but fying to know just how much pin
J. A. MASSIB,
under
certain conditions
the thirteenth will excel the twelfth money each person in the United however,
Worthy Master.
even more injurious to crops than a
as that one exceled everything that States spends in a year. Yet how many
ALAN JL McCORD,
Secretary.
An
excess
of
of
salts
sodium
scarcity.
has gone before. In the number of people could even approximate their
and
for
a
potassium
magnesium
example
people to lie counted it will be found, expenditures of small giiange?
Santa Fe Chapter No. I,
causes "alkali" soils. By analysis of
in all probability, that there has been
The population schedule is now. as
R. A. M.
dethe
Regular
can
various
the
chemist
plants
an increase of nearly 20 per cent
it ever has been, the most important
second Monday of
termine the amount of each of the eleof
all
schedules.
fourteen
million
more
into
be
Primarily designated ments
people
each month at Massai
Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
contain.' and calculate the
terrogated than there were last time. as a mere counting of noses for the amount they
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
from
an
removed
acre
of
soil
And Uncle Sam will have many more purpose of apportioning representation
C. J. CRANDALL. H P
Montana, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington.
In
it
this
should
be
each
by
crop.
way
billions of dollars in wealth to count in' Congress, all the other inquiries
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
this time. If he grows richer only have come about as incidental and possible to determine by an analysis
a
of
or
soil
not
in
it
is
need
whether
half as rapidly between 1904 and 1910, collateral, and although they are of
Fe Commandery No.
0. Santa
as he did between 1900 and 1904. he deep interest, the actual count of the of any of the plant food elements for
l- T" ReSular conclav
a
'
when
found
amount
the
crop,
special
will have over thirty billion dollars people is still the most important
fourth Monday In eacU
of wealth to count above what he had phase of the work. On this count may in an acre of the soil is calculated to
EBf'
month at Masonic Hall a
the
which
at
the
depth
plant usually
at the twelfth census. And so it will depend the political complexion of the
VTia
7:30 p. m.
be in every line of inquiry. This means nation.
This year the population feeds. An examination of this kind
H. F. STEPHENS, B. O.
will
show
more
to
soil
contain far
any
added work in the preparation for the schedule will carry some new quesPERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
than
necesamount
of
the
food
plant
enumeration, added work in the ac- tions. One will be relative to whether
tual gathering of the data, and in the a person is an employer or an em- sary for one year. This is a very necDENVER & RIO
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. V.
ploye, and if the latter, how steadily essary state otherwise a soil would be I4th
interpretation of it.
degree. Ancient and Accepted
A Young Bunch.
employed he is. This was added at the exhausted by one year's cropping. The Scottish Rite of Free
Masonry meets
elements
are
in
conserved
soil
the
by on
Although the most extensive and instance of the labor organizations.
the
of each montk
third
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the end only six were found guilty.
The findinr: of the court was announced in Maj', just before the close
of last term of court, but all the defendants entered motions of rehearing,
which had the effect of postponing action until this fall. On November 1
rehearing was denied and I he six men
ordered before the court for sentence,
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tate, financial men and merchants all State of Missouri, City of St. Louis. naiiBav,Lcu in .xuw
vt.. .viexiLu is; installass:
say that quickest and best results a:e
tion of steam and water heating
I,
the
r-,
Recorder of
obtained by advertising in the New
riim,5
0a
.Deeds for said City and State, hereby ments and all work of
Mexican.
ceit.fy the foregoing to be a true copy ,abor and flstureg used exc9yMoA
jn connection
of the with the above work of
In.corl'o-atioCertificate of Comparison.
instaation
n
'r
Barry Engineering Company, and equIlHnent.
Territory 0f New Mexico,
Office of the Secretary.
lugeiuer wun me acKnowieagment,
Also the installation of ventilating
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the date of filing and recording thereof as apparatus, ducts and equipment,
same remains of records in my of
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby the
j
fice in Corp. Book 32, Page 4.
certify that there was filed for recElliott & Barry Engineering Company
Witness my hand and official seal with is General Office
ord in this office at two o'clock p. m.
in St. Louis, Mo.,
on the fourth day of October, A. D. this 28th day of April, A. D. 1906.
has caused its name to be hereunto
PAUL YOUNG, JR.,
1909, Certified Copy of Articles of Insubscribed and its corporat seal to be
Recorder.
ht rotn oftivii1 nnA Vic-- . tiri n t 4n
corporation of Elliott & Barry Engi- (Seal.)
incorPratlon
executed
neering Company, No. 0141, A Foreign issu fd
by its President and Secre.
00
Alav '"I
,
Corporation from the State of Misthis first day of October, 1909.
tary
JNO. E. SWANGER,
souri, and also, that I have com(Corporate Seal.)
Secretary of State.
pared the following copy of the same
(Signed)
State of Missouri,
with the original thereof now on file,
ELLIOTT & BARRY ENGINEERING
No. 19748.
and
declare
to
trans-scrip- t
a
it
be
correct
t
',1111
COMPANY,
Certificate of Incorporation.
therefrom and of the whole
By FRED A. ELLIOTT, President.
'
thereof.
' .
WHEREAS, An Association organiz
'l
Attest:
JAMES BARRY, Secretary.
Given under my hand and the Great ed under the name of Elliott & Barrv
Endoresd.
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico, Engineering Co. has filed in the
t
"THE GIRL QEUSTION" AT THE E LKS' THEATRE NOVEMBER 16.
No. C142.
Foreign,
the city of Santa Fe, the Capital, flce of the Secretary of State. Ar tiCor. Rec'd Vol 6, Page 15,
on this fourth day of October, A. D. cles oi Association or Agreement in
Statement Designating Agent and
lau- writing, as provided by law, and has Place of Bus. etc.. of Elliott &
"The Girl Question" the musical authors of "The Time, The Place, and for a Dav."
Barry
in all respects complied with the re- NATHAN JAFFA,
comedy scored the phenominal run of The Girl," and "A Stubborn Cinderin New Mexico.
"The Girl Question was produced (Seal)
Engineering
Company,
New.
of
forMexico. quirements
law governing the
Secretary of
Filed in office of Secretary of New
460 performances at the La Salle the- ella" and is under the management uuuer me direction of Mr. Geo. Marion Stnto
iv,tio.ii ueyai tuteui 01 otare
vi. iu.ouuuu,
ui rnvaie corporations for MeX1C'
of Mr. H H. Frazee who has given us
m
4' iooq o n
ldW' ThG T ALL TO WH0M THESB PRES' Mannfactnrlng and Business Purposes; I
atre, Chicago, will be seen at the Elks' several successful
musical comedies
NATHAN tTppa
of
....
Salu,"
"Prince
of
Pilsen"
r
kmth shat.t.
theatre November 16th. It is by the Including "Ise of Spice" and "A
Knight and a dozen other big successes.
.
Roach. ' Recrptnrv nf oint, VL
.
n
oetrtiary.
lilc uti:
"ia
oiM.uriii, ecrctary ot state ot the Compared C. F. K to O.
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GUARANTEED OYSTERS
INT

IN
FULL

Quarts and Pints Cans

FULL

15, 1909.

YOMTZ
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FILICRFP
;WELRY
Silverware

Up-to-

HUBBS LAUiNDRY COMPANY

"OUR WORK IS BEST"

These are a Baltimore. Oyster Packed and Sealed
in Baltimore, 90 ice, water or dirt of any kind ever
touches thecn and at the sime time all the original
rlivor is reUineJ, and they only cost a trifle more
than those that come in bulk

8

I

8 MINDf) PJTV

I

' S

BOOTH

NOVEMBER

from Mexico a year ago and had been
DIAMONDS
TflPIPQ employed in a restaurant.
WATCHES
Qm
Mullen Gets Three Years A disIf
MANUFACTURER OF
j?
patch from Seymour. Iowa, states 3
lire
Tested
Right Prices
anU
MEXICAN
m
That It. G. Mullen of Alamogordo, who H
1
Fitted ty
JJ liver,
Right Goods
gf
Colo., Nov. 15.
was f .mud guilty of obtaining money
4
Date Methods
Serviee
--j
Right
Forecast for New Mexico:
a
u:.'!er false pretenses, received
Local showers
tonight and t
si nienee of three years in the penitenM
Cut Glass, China and
Tuesday with colder weather.
g
tiary and costs. A niction for a new
X X
S
San
Francisco
St.
SANTA
345
FE, N. M. M
trial was overruled but the case was
Call Phor.e No. 23 Red for the lm-- j
The district attorney
a;. pealed.
perial Laundry, headquarters at O. K.
confidence that the appeal will
barber shop.
not be sustained.
Check Artist Arrested H. C. Col-- I
A. M. Palmer Indicted
At Aztec,
a
a
Albutime
of
resident
lins, for
on Saturday, Attorquerque, has been arrested at St. Jos-jip- San .Juan county,
M. Palmer was indicted by the
Mo., for passing a forged check. ney A.
J
Arrested for Drunkenness Yester-- grand jury on the charge of having
a Utter to a witness in which
day the city police arrested the fol wiitten
to influence the witness'
Our Specialty Good Work and Prompt
he
sought
lowing on the charge of drunkenness:
W. H KdrrTAsrc Santa Fe
Poone 112 Rtd
Francisco Ortega, Juan Chico Romero testimony. Twelve indictments were
returned up to Saturday, six or wnicn
and Tom Murray.
A Year Ago
Today a year ago the were against O. S. Thurston for burgdav was practically clear there being lary, obtaining money under false
BIG STOREHOUSE FOR
EIGHTY LASHES INFLICTED
and bore stealing.
92 per cent of sunshine.
The maxi-jmui- n
ON TEXAS CONVICT.
MOHAIR AT BOSTON.
To Revoke the Electric Linht Com
temperature was 45 degrees and
the minimum 18.
Penitenti-tiar- y National
pany Franchise The Gallup Enter-- j Committees Investigating
Mohair Growers Association
Drill Tonight Company F of the jiri.se says that a petition is being cir
Methods in the Lone
Decides to Build Such in the
'
National Guard will hold a regular culted in Gallup, the purport of which
East.
Star State.
drill at the Armory tonight. All mem- - js to get suffiflieient signatures to
hers of the company are requested to I1);lke showing in order to allow the
San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 13. It
San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 15. That
hand without fail.
j be on
.town attorney to make application to tne convicts at the Harlem state farm has been definitely decided by the exj
Gives Birth to Baby On last. Satur-jtbattorney general of the territory to have been subjected to corporal pun- ecutive board of the National Mohair
day night at midnight Mrs. V. D.
tK, i;ltter file suit to annul the ishment reaching in at least, one ease Growers Association to build a store
enzo of Manhattan avenue gave birth )raiu-hisof the Gallup Electric Light! eighty lashes has been brought out by
house for their products either at Bosto an eleven pound baby girl. Mother
tne investigation now conducted by ton or New York.
for alleged
rompanV(
A committee comand child are doing well.
"the
franchise.
wilh the terms of
the committee looking into Texas penO.
F.
of
Landrum,
posed
Laguna, Tex.
Loses At
School of Mines Team
itentiary affairs. Wnile the feeding as; Johnston Robertson, Del Rio, TexBoom in Lincoln County
.
Las Crtices, the football team of the. Mining
- and
. Pilchard is in re.
housing of the convicts was shown as; and S. O. Baker, Silver City, N. M.
,
Attorney George
.1
it 111 I (II .V1I1C fCr Uil C3HIUI UJ Ul"
to be far superior to that of the other was
a repert irum ljiiraiui
oi
mj
ceipt
empowered to take the necessary
feated the team of the Socorro School
effect that mining operations penal colonies, so far investigated it steps and will make a trip to the east
the
jto
0.
19
to
II cf Mines by a score of
are more active in that part of the was established from the testimony in the near future with this in view.
Died of Pneumonia Mrs. Jose Ig-- ivirHnrv than thev have been in ofseveral convicts that as many as
It is the intention of the association
m
n
inflicted in at
nacio Garcia, aged 62 years, died yes manv years. The Old Abe Mining eighty lashes
to
employ expert sorters and instead
lashat
tnat
one
of
Old
least
instance and
fifty
pneu Company hs struck a new ore chute
Albuquerque
terday
of having, as formerly, to go by the
Her husband, who has lieen t a d th of 1 --m feet which prom. j es were by no means a rare quota.
jiiiouia.
a business man, died three years ago. ises to be a very valuable find. I he
The majority of the convicts ex- decision of the sorters of the brokers
and manufacturers they will establish
A son, Pedro Garcia, survives.
two Homesteads, the North and the pressed themselves as satisfied with the
Mr. Baker,
grades themselves.
received
treatment
the
at
the
adthey
At Woman's Board of Trade There South, are being worked to an
the
the
of
will
secretary
organization
will be a rehearsal of "Scenes in. a Un- vantage and operations have been re- farm. It is thought, however, that the
the
of the mohair.
supervise
selling
had
convicts
who
of
other
ion Depot" tonight at seven thirty at sumed on the Comstock and Rip Van experience
The officers of the .association deny
the Woman's Board of Trade. Every Winkle mines, which are the proper- "squealed" had a great deal to do that it is
their intention to control
in
adminThe
with
usual
this.
laxity
The pros
one taking part is expected to be on ties of Colonel Prichard.
was shown to exist at Har- production and the price of this comistration
as
are
around
all
being
hand.
reported
pects
lem. Several of the guards admitted modity and and thus enter the list o
Noon Arrivals Palace-Mennet. splendid.
that
they 'had never taken the oath of trusts. According to statements made
two
months
Snow at Last A.ier
Las Vegrs; H. W. Brown, Trinidad; G.
' office and were absolutely
ignorant, of by them the purjiose of the move is to
A. Watson, Taos.
Claire C. F. But- of uninterrupted sunshine, it snowed the rules.' That the Texas
penal sys- eliminate the brokers who in the Dast
ton, Denver; T. A. Ellis, C. M. Butler, at. last, the weather bureau predic- tem is a strictly mercenary institution have been responsible for low prices
tion of several days past finally com-- ! is
El Paso; A. D. Graham, Albuquerque;
shown more with each day. For the they have, been receiving. The assoing true. The northers that blew at purpose of
F. D. Carpenter, Montrose, Colo.
revenue for the ciation intends to sell at current niill
El Paso, Las Cruces and Roswell on state the producing
Tohave
convicts
been in prac- prices and for this reason the conRehearsal
Important
Tonight
Saturday reached Santa Fe last night
night at the Xusbaum residence there and attained a maximum velocity o tically every instance underfed, badly sumer will net have to suffer. Since
practically every mohair grower in
will be a rehearsal of Princess Bonnie. 37 miles an nour, which is a mere housed and overworked.
the United States belongs to the orAll who are taking part will please rezephyr to a Kansan or Texan, but in
Those Santa Fe is considering as blowing
The New Mexican ran ilo printing ganization there is little doubt that it
port promptly at seven-thirtwho have to attend the other rehear- some. The maximum temperature equal to that done in any of the large will be able to successfully combat the
of brokers, all the more so in view of
sal will be excused after reporting.
yesterday was 46 degrees and the low-- j cities. Our solicitor, every piece
s
the fact that a little over
Found The long est temperature last night was 37 de-- , work we turn out. Try our stock of the mohair used in
Girl
Body of
the
United
come
will
once
and
you
certainly
search for the body cf Miss Angelina grees. The prediction today is snow
States is produced at home.
Aranda of Wagon Mound who was tonight and colder weather tomor- again. We have all the facilities for
In
class
of
work,
drowned last week in Springer lake, row. The relative humidity at six turning out every
If you want anytnmg on earth try
has resulted in finding the remains in o'clock last evening was only 35 per eluding one of the best binderies in
a New Mexican want "ad."
the west.
twenty feet of water. The girl came cent.
'
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fervict:

pre-tense-

j

j

PHONE
NO. 92.

PHONE
NO. 92.

j
j

o

Lor-;haV-

I

lNa4 CASH

No- -

4
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Grocery

g

Bakery

BARS GOOD LAUNDrlY SOA?
'
li
PRARL WHITE
DIAMOND "C"
Every ona knowns what the Diamond

(

j

25c
25c

11

7

C" is

POTATOES
ARE NOW AT THEIR LOWEST
for.... ....25c 100 lbs for
1909 Walnuts and Almonds per lb. - -

A.

lbs.

15

1

had-bee-

INTERESTING PRICES

9

l LI

1;30
-

20c

APPLES $1.75 PER BOX
Winesaps, Jonathans, Northern Spy and Winter

M.

Blush

THE ONLY BAKER f
Where you can get anything you want, no cheap
stuff, we use only the best of everything in our
Bakery.

j

two-third-

Phone

F. Andrews,
.n...

4.

No.

....m-wt- m

ini

iT

Phone No.

C2S223323EE

ml

Miii'J

n

i

It is the Quality, Styl e and Fit of Our
Shoes lhat aatisl les our fatrons
There is nothing in a fancy or catchy name, it neither improves poor shoes nor does it detract from the merit of
of good ones.
Yet really good Shoes require no such
fantastic attachment.
-

f

f.

S'

& VxtVA

We Continue to Sell

Slices for Men, Women and Cbildreans Shoes

Our Shoes Good Shoes, Best Shoes

It

imr

mv, '

m

Anjthiog

Js
arm.'

m

m,

r

'

WW
REGISTERED

We handle the best makes in the World
The latest cf HANNAN & SON Shoes

Our Household

$6.00. $6.50 & $7.00
The FLORSHEIM SHOE

Shoe
For-- .

3

$5.50

For WOMEN AMERICAN LADV SHOES

$3.00 $3.50 & $4.00
SECURITY
CHILDREN

SCHOOL SHOES FOR

$1.25 $2.00 $2.50 &$3.50

AMERICAN GENTLEMN SHOES

We Guarantee every Shoe we cell at
Eastern Prices and Guarantee the Qual ty

$3.50 $4.00 $4 50 & $5.00

NATHAN SAL A ON

Goes Wrong

SANTA FE,

NEW MEXICO.

